SpringSource Tool Suite
2.5.2.SR1

- New and Noteworthy -
UPDATES FOR 2.5.2.SR1

Spring Roo 1.1.2
The newest service release 2.5.2.SR1 of STS ships with the just released version 1.1.2 of Spring Roo.

Groovy 1.7.8
The Groovy & Grails support of STS now ships with Groovy 1.7.8.

Grails 1.3.7
The latest STS service release supports Grails 1.3.7 and ships that Grails version from the Dashboards extensions install.

Eclipse Helios SR2 (3.6.2)
STS is now based on the freshly released second service release of Eclipse Helios and all packages of STS ship with the Helios SR2 Eclipse IDE for Java EE Developers.

Fixed Bugs
We back-ported a number of bug fixes from Spring IDE into this service release of STS, so you get all the fixes from Spring IDE 2.5.2.SR3 with this STS service release.
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NEW FEATURES – 2.5.2.RELEASE

Spring Development Tools

Support for Spring Roo 1.1.1.RELEASE

STS has been updated to support Spring Roo 1.1.1.RELEASE. Roo 1.1.1.RELEASE is also the version bundled with STS and available from the Extension install.

New and improved Spring Web Flow Editor

STS 2.5.2 has a new and improved visual editor for Spring Web Flow that supports custom layouting and full drag-n-drop style editing of Web Flow 2.0 flow definition files.

Agent-based Reloading

Whilst developing applications any time spent waiting for application redeployment is wasted time. This version of SpringSource Tool Suite includes some initial support to try and reduce this wasted time through a mechanism called agent-based reloading. Agent-based reloading can be switched on in the Server overview page (in the ‘Application Reload Behaviour’ section).

Traditional reload behavior is that if you change an application, the server is likely to restart to pickup your change - this takes time and the application will lose state (object instance state and perhaps database contents). With agent based reloading active STS will try and redeploy your code changes without restarting the server, and maintain your object state. It can be thought of as a more advanced form of hotswap. Where hotswap allows you to change simple things like method bodies, agent based reloading goes further allowing the creation/modification/deletion of methods/fields/constructors without requiring a restart of the JVM and whilst maintaining object state. It won’t remove the need to restart for more complex kinds of change (for example, changing type hierarchies) but the intent is that for the simpler activities a developer performs...
whilst work on a class (like creating new methods or doing simple refactorings), a restart isn't required.

Note: there are likely to be libraries/frameworks in use by the application that are not aware of what is happening (they aren't expecting a reload of some of these kinds of change to be possible). We will be doing more work to make the important frameworks aware of what is happening. For example, if you change types (perhaps by modifying annotations) that would affect the wiring of your Spring application, Spring will not realise what has happened, and for now a restart will be required for this kind of change to be recognized.

Groovy & Grails Development Tools

Enhanced navigation between Grails artefacts

There is a new action available in STS that will navigate to any associated Grails GSP views. This action can be invoked from the keyboard (Alt-G G), or from the toolbar by clicking on this icon:

![Icon](image)

When invoked, this action brings up a lightweight dialog that lists all views as well as a link to creating a new GSP:

![Dialog](image)

Navigating to a non-existant Grails artifact

When invoking one of the navigate to Grails artefacts commands (e.g., navigate to domain class, navigate to controller, navigate to taglib, or navigate to service) and the target artefact does not exist, a new artefact wizard is opened prompting you to create the missing artefact.

For example, when your editor is focused on a domain class that does not have an associated TagLib, and the GoTo TagLib command button is pressed, the new TagLib wizard comes up as shown here:
Enhanced GSP doc tags

GSP tags that use a specially formed JavaDoc will be accessible in the GSP editor. This will allow Grails plugin developers to provide doc comments for all of their tags. It is possible to specify all attributes, including which attributes are required as well as HTML-formatted descriptions on how to use them.

In Grails 1.3.6, all core Grails tags have been rewritten to take advantage of this formatting and their documentation can be clearly seen in the editor:

```
<%= sortableColumn property='id' title='${message(code: 'dpaw.id.label', default: 'Id')}' %>
```

Renders a sortable column to support sorting in list views. Attribute title or titleKey is required. When both attributes are specified then titleKey takes precedence, resulting in the title caption to be resolved against the message source. In case the message could not be resolved, the title will be used as title caption.

Required tags are marked specially in content assist:
If a required tag is missing, an error appears in the editor:

Please note that there is a bug in Grails 1.3.6 such that the g:hasErrors and g:renderErrors tags erroneously report the ‘field’ attribute as being required. This may cause spurious errors to appear in your editor.

For more information, see http://jira.codehaus.org/browse/GRAILS-7041. For a workaround in STS, see https://issuetracker.springsource.com/browse/STS-1416. For more information on the syntax of the JavaDoc see: http://jira.codehaus.org/browse/GRAILS-6593.

Templates for new GSPs

The new GSP wizard now provides a default template:
New templates can be added from the preferences page:

If you would like to contribute a new template, please post to the STS forum.

Better TagLib management

A Grails project’s TagLibs are automatically updated when TagLibs change in dependent plugin projects.

Better Validation support in GSPs

It is now possible to run Validations on the GSPs in your Grails projects. Right click on a project, folder, or file in a Grails project and select Validate. The results of the validation will show GSP problems in the Markers view as well as the gutter of the GSP editor.

Validation also occurs incrementally after saving a file.

More right-click functionality for the Grails Project Explorer

‘new Wizard’ menu items added to Grails Project explorer:

- domain class
- controller
- tag-lib
- service
- unit-test
- integration test
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Smother user experience importing existing Grails Projects

Prior to 2.5.2 first-time users could have a poor first experience importing existing Grails projects into STS. Many of the problems first-time users encounter are due to issues configuring a Grails install for their imported project and ensuring that the project’s dependencies are up-to-date. In STS 2.5.2, we provide better support for importing existing Grails projects with the standard Eclipse import wizard (menu: File >> Import >> Existing project). After a project is import Grails tools will inspect the project and attempt to assist the user in getting it configured correctly. A number of different problem scenarios are handled:

**Scenario 1**: user imports a project into a workspace with no Grails install configured

After clicking “finish” in the import wizard, a popup dialog appears advising the user that they need to configure the correct version of Grails for their project.
After clicking "yes" the Grails configuration preference page is automatically opened.

After the user configures a Grails install with the correct version, we automatically update the imported project to use that install and refresh all its dependencies.
Scenario 2: user imports a project using a newer Grails version into a workspace that only has an older install configured.

A similar set of dialogs is presented to help fix the project.

Scenario 3: user imports a project using an older Grails version into a workspace that has a newer Grails install configured.

A similar set of dialogs is presented offering first to upgrade the project to use the newer install and, if the user declines, offering to configure the workspace and project to use an older, compatible Grails install.

ENHANCEMENTS – 2.5.2.RELEASE

Create new tc Server Instances

New instances of a tc Server installation can now be created directly from the wizard when adding a new server to your workspace.

Handling of Namespaces Changed

NamespaceHandlers and XSDs will now be loaded from the project’s classpath per default. This setting can be disabled from the project or workspace preferences (Spring Support -> Beans Support -> Namespace -> Enable or disable Load Namespaces and XSDs from project’s classpath).

This allows using different third-party namespaces without the need to develop a custom STS plugin.

Enabled Spring User Agent Analysis

STS 2.5.2 now supports the Spring User Agent Analysis feature. More information about this usage tracking and reporting tool are available from the online FAQ published at http://www.springsource.org/uaa/faq.

On first launch of STS 2.5.2 you’ll notice a pop-up asking you to accept the UAA Terms of Use that we published at http://www.springsource.org/uaa/terms_of_use for you to review.

UAA supports multiple privacy settings that you can change from the STS preferences at Spring Support -> User Agent Analysis. The preference panel also gives the option to review the information that UAA collected.
Fixed Bugs and Enhancement Requests

Here is a full list of resolved bugs and enhancement requests for the 2.5.2.RELEASE release:

Sub-tasks

- [STS-1441] - Add support for uninstalling in place plugins from the plugin manager
- [STS-1439] - support opening of applications on ssl instances
- [STS-1415] - fix UI nits
- [STS-1402] - tc Server ssl instance needs conf/tcserver.keystore file
- [STS-1398] - embed instance wizard in new server wizard
- [STS-1391] - copy insight configuration to workspace specific instances
- [STS-1384] - Make the STS Web Flow graph the default when installed over Spring IDE
- [STS-1371] - Navigation between controller actions and associated views
- [STS-1236] - Support toggling state types on & off
- [STS-1227] - Gather icons
• [STS-974] - Add commands to easily switch between controller, domain, tag library and views for a given convention

Enhancements
• [STS-1422] - Update m2eclipse plugin to version 0.14 and Subversive plugin to version 2.2.2
• [STS-1392] - Online documentation for getting started with grails needs a review/update
• [STS-1388] - Improving the new spring webflow visual editor
• [STS-1365] - Update visual editor support for Spring Integration 2.0 GA Release
• [STS-1394] - As a user, I would like to create new tc Server instances from the New Server wizard
• [STS-1368] - Add context menu option to applications in the Servers view to open them in a browser
• [STS-1302] - Using <%- -%> instead of <!- -> as comment tags in gsp
• [STS-1283] - Right click new ContextDialog in the Grails Perspective’s Project Explorer is way less "groovish" then the one in the Package Explorer
• [STS-1185] - Improved content assist in GSP files
• [STS-1141] - Install/Uninstall Plugin Via Contextual Menu attached to plugins
• [STS-1125] - As a user, I would like visual editing support for Spring Web Flow 2.0 files
• [STS-1084] - After deleting a roo project I’m not allowed to recreate it
• [STS-1079] - GRAILS: As a user I’d like to have a keyboard shortcut or button to quickly run Refresh Dependencies
• [STS-1078] - As a user I’d like to be prompted to open the grails perspective when I create a grails project
• [STS-988] - STS 2.3.3.M1/Grails Tooling - Problem Packaging Plugins

Defects
• [STS-1438] - Roo shell cannot start
• [STS-1433] - Bootstrap.groovy - unable to save record
• [STS-1430] - STS IDE just hangs with its groovy compiler going in infinite loop probably
• [STS-1425] - Problem initializing "automatic" TcServer instance
• [STS-1421] - NPE in ConfigurableContentOutlinePage
• [STS-1417] - tc Server shows timeout message on startup when configured for non standard port
• [STS-1416] - g:hasErrors and g:renderErrors take attribute field as required instead of optional
• [STS-1412] - Error log flooded on ctrl hovering on a gsp tag (attempting to navigate to the definition for it)
• [STS-1407] - Grails RunOnServer: can get stuck in loop building war file
• [STS-1406] - Problems with imported Grails projects because of Grails version mismatches
• [STS-1405] - Grails RunOnServer doesn’t work with Grails 1.3.6 snapshot
• [STS-1401] - NullPointerException Exception in Grails Generic Command Wizard
• [STS-1400] - "Create Service…” - Wizard Keyboard-Shortcut (Alt+G Alt+S) does not
work

- [STS-1397] - Configure I Convert to Grails project broken for projects not located inside workspace.
- [STS-1393] - File>Import for a grails project leaves the user in a broken state
- [STS-1390] - [grails] pluginmanager: does nothing if dependency management is disabled
- [STS-1389] - Refactoring menu doesn't work and doesn't appear for Bean definitions
- [STS-1386] - [grails] pluginmanager: uninstalling / installing plugins shows no output and provides poor error reporting / recovery
- [STS-1366] - [Grails] Run on server: context root should be taken from application.properties
- [STS-1364] - Can't drag and drop Grails project onto tcServer (STS Grails nightly snapshot)
- [STS-1363] - tc Server developer edition bundled with STS 2.5.1 is missing the insight and base template making it impossible to create new instances
- [STS-1362] - methodToChannelMap error in STS with Spring Integration 2.0.0.RC2
- [STS-1361] - Grails drag drop for a deleted and recreated project doesn't work
- [STS-1358] - Brand new SprinSource ToolSuite fails to install Groovy extension
- [STS-1353] - Can't Deploy to a TC Server with a "Use workspace metadata (does not modify tc Server installation)" server location
- [STS-1352] - Upgrading Software error from 2.5.0 to 2.5.1
- [STS-1351] - Update to 2.5.1: Grails plugin sources shown in package explorer
- [STS-1349] - Unable to change the content assist hot key in the Grails Command Prompt pop-up
- [STS-1348] - Convert to Grails project breaks for linked projects
- [STS-1347] - Classpath problems when importing existing Grails projects
- [STS-1346] - [Grails] Run on server, source locators not configure automatically
- [STS-1344] - STS hangs, possibly related to Grails tooling
- [STS-1339] - New Grails controller doesn't propagate to the server
- [STS-1330] - 'Initializing Java Tooling' has encountered a problem
- [STS-1322] - Update visual editor support for Spring Integration RC2
- [STS-1299] - STS apparently bundles Groovy jar with broken groovy-release-info.properties
- [STS-1297] - Can't install Grails and Groovy Plugins
- [STS-1258] - [In-Place] Tag libraries in in place plugins are not added to the PerProjectTagProvider
- [STS-1240] - Enabling of ADT weaving service does not "stick" - After enabling it and restarting, you get prompted again to enable it
- [STS-1175] - Renaming Project not recognized in Roo Shell View
- [STS-1080] - Fix columns in the Grails and Roo installations preferences page
- [STS-992] - If Roo install is invalid no warning is given
- [STS-952] - Creating new Roo project - got internal error rather than friendly error
- [STS-940] - When no Roo installation is configured, the New Roo project wizard should not allow to continue
• [STS-841] - Configure Namespaces… dialog is missing si-ws namespace
• [STS-791] - [grails] Templates for GSP
• [STS-748] - [grails] Launch configurations created by right-clicking on a Grails app and choosing "Debug As -> Grails command (run-app)" cannot be saved

Tasks
• [STS-1350] - Support for enhanced GSP tag javadocs
• [STS-1179] - Grails Integration tests should not look like unit tests inside of Eclipse
• [STS-1098] - Extra right-click functionality in the Grails perspective
• [STS-1051] - tcServer Configurations in "Servers" project directory appears to be shared across workspaces
NEW FEATURES – 2.5.1.RELEASE

Groovy & Grails Development Tools

Run Grails on tc Server

STS now provides support for deploying and running Grails application on tc Server, directly from the STS UI.

Deploy to tc Server

To deploy a Grails application to tc Server you can either:

- Use the "Run On Server" menu item when right-clicking on the Grails App in the project explorer.
- Right click the server and select "Add/Remove", then add your Grails App.
- Drag and drop Grails App project onto the Server.

Spring Insight

If Spring Insight is enabled on your tc Server instance you will be able to analyze the performance of your Grails app just like you would any other web application hosted on tc Server.

Dynamic Redeployment

There is also preliminary support for dynamic redeployment of grails applications. As you make changes to your Grails project, these changes will be propagated automatically to the Server. The first time the server is started with a new Grails application it is packaged as a war and loaded up on the server. Subsequently STS will try to apply changes incrementally to the deployed application, reducing the need to rebuild the war file and redeploy it entirely. The following types of changes can be handled incrementally at this point:

- changes to (.groovy or .java) source files in the "controllers", "domain", "src/java" and "src/groovy" folders
- changes to .gsp files in the "views" folder.

Other changes may trigger the war file to be rebuilt.

Known issues:

- Incremental change handling may sometimes "drop the ball". If this happens the changes you made will not be deployed to the server. For example, if you make changes to an inplace plugin that your app depends on, these changes will not be propagated to the server automatically. To force your app to be redeployed, you can force the internal module cache to be cleared by cleaning your project via the "Project >> Clean" menu. Note that restarting the server will not help because the cache is part of the workspace state, not the server state.
• If the packaging of the war file takes a long time, this can cause startup of the server to timeout. In that case please increase the timeout limit on the server properties page.

**Enhanced Groovy debug support**

**Display and Expression Views**

It is now possible to evaluate Groovy code in your Display and Expression views. When the debugger is paused at a Groovy stack frame, the Display and Expression views evaluate code as a Groovy snippet.

Most Groovy syntax and semantics are recognized, including loops, operators, variable declarations and assignments, static references, and the MOP.

You can disable the new Display view support through Eclipse preferences.

**Known issues:**

• JDT Weaving must be enabled for this to work (show image)
• Conditional breakpoints are not yet supported
• Closures cannot be defined in the expression to be evaluated (but existing closures can be called)

**Step through Groovy Code**

More advanced step filtering allows you to step into Groovy method, closure, and constructor calls.

Enhanced Groovy debug stepping can be disabled through Eclipse preferences.

**ENHANCEMENTS – 2.5.1.RELEASE**

**Update to support tc Server 2.1**

STS has been updated to support and bundle SpringSource tc Server 2.1 including a new version of Spring Insight.

**JDT Weaving enabled by default**

JDT Weaving, which provides advanced support for AspectJ such as refactoring, searching, and content assist is now enabled by default on a fresh install of STS. Thus, no restart will be required to STS when creating your first Spring Roo or AspectJ project.

STS now uses JDT Weaving in order to enable enhanced debugging of Groovy applications. See above.

It is still possible to disable JDT Weaving from Eclipse preferences (a restart is required).
Fixed Bugs and Enhancement Requests

Here is a full list of resolved bugs and enhancement requests for the 2.5.1.RELEASE release:

Sub-tasks
- [STS-583] - Integrate Grails with existing STS deployment tools

Defects
- [STS-694] - [grails] Issues creating a Grails project from existing sources
- [STS-1142] - STS doesn't generate .project and .classpath for an existing project that doesn't have those files under source control
- [STS-1242] - Failed to update product from 2.3.3.M2 to 2.5.0.M3
- [STS-1244] - STS occasionally overwrites .classpath and .project files for Grails projects which have "Dependency Management" disabled
- [STS-1278] - Can't reliably set breakpoints on internal grails' groovy classes packaged in jars with sources attached
- [STS-1279] - Can't add bookmarks in GSP sources
- [STS-1300] - Error trying update with sts-2.5.0 RC1 to 2.5.0 RELEASE
- [STS-1301] - Creation of URI in GrailsPluginUtil on Windows results in URISyntaxException
- [STS-1307] - Trying to upgrade STS 2.5.0 M3 to 2.5.0 Release Is this possible?
- [STS-1308] - Name Clash error occurs (Java Problem) after installing STS 2.5.0
- [STS-1311] - NPE in ShowDashboardPageAction on startup after install
- [STS-1312] - Can't upgrade from 2.5.0.RC1 to 2.5.0.RELEASE
- [STS-1313] - Installing jquery plugin - content from plugin under web-app directory is not accessible when using grails run-app
- [STS-1323] - Add visual editor support for Spring Integration - feed adapter
- [STS-1324] - Add visual editor support for Spring Integration - groovy adapter
- [STS-1326] - Tc-Server often running out of PermGen space
- [STS-1327] - Editing very large XML files with the integration-graph enabled can be very slow
- [STS-1328] - "/login\"\" intercept-url no longer generated by default in applicationContext-security.xml
- [STS-1331] - Error creating bean with name 'transactionManager' defined in file C:\Downloads\Eclipse with Spring Tool Suite 2.5.0 RELEASE\tc-server-developer-2.0.4.RELEASE\spring-insight-instance\wtpwebapps\resourcetracking2\WEB-INF\classes\META-INF\spring\application.properties
- [STS-1336] - URISyntaxException in GrailsPluginUtil
- [STS-1337] - STS 2.5 cause serious memory leak on OS X 10.6.4
- [STS-1342] - Installing Google Plugin for Eclipse or DataNucleus Eclipse Plugin fails

Tasks
- [STS-1309] - Set insight parameters on tc Server launch
- [STS-1321] - When importing a Roo project created outside of STS, STS should activate the AQuDT option 'outxml' for the project
• [STS-1325] - Enable printing and/or saving integration graph
NEW FEATURES – 2.5.0.RELEASE

Spring Development Tools

Update to Spring Framework 3.0.5
STS has been updated to support Spring Framework 3.0.5.

Support for Spring Roo 1.1.0.RELEASE
STS has been updated to support Spring Roo 1.1.0.RELEASE. Roo 1.1.0.RELEASE is also the version bundled with STS and available from the Extension install.

ENHANCEMENTS – 2.5.0.RELEASE

Fixed Bugs and Enhancement Requests
Here is a full list of resolved bugs and enhancement requests for the 2.5.0.RELEASE release:

Sub-tasks
- [STS-1233] - support combined layout

Defects
- [STS-694] - [grails] Issues creating a Grails project from existing sources
- [STS-1054] - STS shuts crashes upon start
- [STS-1059] - reference to non-existing OpenBeansInplaceOutlineDialogHandler
- [STS-1092] - Grails perspective doesn’t show working sets
- [STS-1263] - [grails] STS doesn’t notice changes to plugin versions in application.properties
- [STS-1269] - STS executable run issue: unable to locate companion shared library
- [STS-1274] - [Grails] After running "generate-all" from command prompt, project resources are not refreshed
- [STS-1276] - Unable to run any Grails command
- [STS-1277] - BeanDefinitionStoreException on workspace build
- [STS-1281] - SpringSource Bundlor Builder gives errors on org.eclipse.virgo.kernel.* projects
- [STS-1284] - NPE during startup caused by Grails Classpath Container
- [STS-1285] - Cannot run GWT application within STS
- [STS-1286] - navigation to links in the console view not working
- [STS-1288] - Cannot differentiate between normal plugins and local plugins in the ‘plugins’ area of a grail project
- [STS-1291] - [Grails] Run as "test-app", when run from editor always runs all tests
- [STS-1295] - NullPointerException when saving Spring preferences
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Tasks

- [STS-715] - [grails] As a Grails user, I want to exclude certain plugins (per project) from dependencies added by STS Grails Dependency management
NEW FEATURES – 2.5.0.RC1

Spring Development Tools

Support for Spring Roo 1.1.0.RC1

STS has been updated to support Spring Roo 1.1.0.RC1. Roo 1.1.0.RC1 is also the version bundled with STS and available from the Extension install.

In addition STS now contains a new “Roo Command Wizard” either accessible from the Roo Shell toolbar or from a Roo project’s context menu.

ENHANCEMENTS – 2.5.0.RC1

Fixed Bugs and Enhancement Requests

Here is a full list of resolved bugs and enhancement requests for the 2.5.0.RC1 release:

Sub-tasks

- [STS-597]: Add Grails-specific syntax highlighting to groovy editors
- [STS-896]: There is a “Create Grails Application” wizard but no “Create Grails Plugin” wizard
- [STS-903]: Add CHAR_START and CHAR_END attributes to problem markers
- [STS-1153]: convert existing bundles to use extension point based installer
- [STS-1198]: Implement evaluate/set/render actions under transitions
- [STS-1200]: Implement a list section figure
- [STS-1201]: Implement a bordered container figure
- [STS-1204]: Implement render/entry/exit events
- [STS-1226]: ensure support for servlet 3.0 webapps

Defects

- [STS-15]: On MacOS X the Knowledge Base tab does not render OK
- [STS-62]: Export to JAR File wizard gives error when using 'src/main/java' as default source folder
- [STS-81]: Unexpected "Cannot reference a field before it is defined"
- [STS-87]: Launch configuration of tutorial "Creating a Spring-powered OSGi bundle" incomplete
- [STS-118]: Launch keyboard shortcuts don’t work because they conflict with the coverage plugin
- [STS-231]: STS and Jboss, tomcat server startup fails
- [STS-271]: Maven Dependencies for war project does not include open dependent projects
- [STS-329]: New workspace after greenpages-solution with full maven build hangs during startup
- [STS-332]: Adding com.springsource.server.bundle facet to shared lib web project
disables server runtime library

- [STS-340]: Project twisty is missing
- [STS-343]: Removing the bundle classpath container from a project while it is deployed causes it to break the bundle build
- [STS-352]: Minor changes cause full rebuilds that spend a long time ‘scanning’
- [STS-397]: Default Bundlor template files are not correctly separated
- [STS-409]: Installer fix-symlink.sh script fails if install_path contains spaces
- [STS-416]: test
- [STS-417]: "Organize imports" feature removes all imports from Groovy files
- [STS-454]: Error during project creation
- [STS-460]: JFace exception on launch of Project Wizard
- [STS-560]: launcher gets renamed to eclipse on update
- [STS-564]: error when opening Roo shell
- [STS-565]: Groovy icons look out of place
- [STS-573]: downloading dependencies through quick fix in manifest editor fails
- [STS-586]: Cannot install Grails support extension
- [STS-587]: dependend libs of webapp are not published to web-inf/lib
- [STS-591]: When using Grails cmd line popup with code assist, a single match gives a beep and puts cursor on first column
- [STS-595]: Error Creating Grails Project
- [STS-601]: IllegalArgumentException in RepositoryBundleActivator.start()
NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

• [STS-781]: [Grails][GSP] Content assist in GSP editors does not show xml namespace for GSP tags sometimes
• [STS-782]: Fix quickfix tests
• [STS-792]: Grails "Refresh Dependencies" functionality behaves unpredictably with different versions, scopes of JUnit in BuildConfig.groovy
• [STS-800]: [grails] Opening a GSP Page creates a NullPointerException
• [STS-808]: Running JUnit Fails when called the first time
• [STS-810]: issue with the <mvc:view-controller /> tag
• [STS-819]: [e3.4] Error installing in Eclipse 3.4.2
• [STS-830]: STS hangs on startup when loading workbench, when the password dialog should popup
• [STS-831]: Cannot install STS from update site
• [STS-837]: [grails] NPE when creating new Grails project
• [STS-840]: Exception running quickfixing when SpringConfigEditor is open
• [STS-845]: NullPointerException when opening new config file
• [STS-860]: Extensions Dashboard Panel: Spring Roo [current production release] appears in the list of installs, even if installed
• [STS-862]: "Unexpected exception parsing XML document from file" problem tied to context:component:scan directive in Spring XML file
• [STS-863]: java.lang.IllegalArgumentException from BeansEditorValidator when opening XML resources from JARs
• [STS-880]: STS hangs when "Web Browser" feature is selected
• [STS-883]: Grails project seems to be compiled under Groovy 1.7
• [STS-886]: Startup Error - Problems occurred when invoking code from plug-in: "org.eclipse.core.resources".
• [STS-890]: [Grails] plugin dependencies not being picked up in STS
• [STS-894]: On getting the spring project configured in the spring explorer view, I am not able to see the @RequestMappings
• [STS-902]: Reuse editor quickfix for quickfix in markers view
• [STS-906]: Documentation incorrect for blob insert when blob is a string containing special characters
• [STS-910]: Grails war doesn’t seem to package all jar files from grails-1.2.2\lib
• [STS-911]: Cannot disable automatic MANIFEST.MF update in Bundlor plugin
• [STS-924]: When creating a new server in STS the logging.properties file is missing from the configuration files copied to the server's config directory in the STS workspace
• [STS-950]: Can’t create derby connection with blank derby password
• [STS-953]: Spring Roo - deleted a project whilst the shell was open: delete fails and shell stays open
• [STS-958]: GRAILS: Variable declarations are marked as "Unable to resolve class"
• [STS-960]: "Non-whitespace characters are not allowed" error message in petcare sample
• [STS-971]: STS: No setter found for property 'oPEndpointUrl' in class 'org.openid4java.server.ServerManager'
• [STS-976]: Grails Support option no longer on Dashboard Extensions tab
[STS-978] - Can’t find any grails features after install grails&groovy plugin
[STS-982] - Problems with Grails plugin source directories for plugins installed into an application
[STS-984] - Grails project with multiple inplace plugins displays error when starting STS 2.3.2
[STS-993] - Null pointer error spring xml editor
[STS-996] - Enable open grails command on Grails logical folders
[STS-998] - ClassCastException while adding wire-tap
[STS-1000] - Would be nice to remove automatically generated channel when the connection is removed
[STS-1006] - NPE in AbstractSpringProjectConfigurator.hasProjectNature
[STS-1007] - Invalid validation warnings for SI config file containing a channel
[STS-1010] - Group toolbar actions for config editor
[STS-1012] - Create wizards for bundle and PAR projects under EclipseRT category
[STS-1020] - Code assist and inferencing misbehave in grails Bootstrap.groovy file
[STS-1021] - roo wizard hangs on last page downloading Maven repository index
[STS-1023] - Replace logical source and file folders in Grails Project Explorer with actual workspace folders
[STS-1024] - Add a Grails Project Explorer sorter
[STS-1027] - Decorate local dependency plugins and add context menu to navigate to workspace plugin in Grails Project Explorer
[STS-1028] - key-binding error when opening XML editor on 3.6
[STS-1036] - NPE in ServerModuleDelegate
[STS-1038] - Drag and Drop to add project to Virgo server should work for Plan projects as well
[STS-1044] - Cannot edit any XML files: NoSuchDefFoundError for something in Spring Security
[STS-1046] - Segmentation Fault in Linux GTK with Grails Command Prompt
[STS-1060] - reference to non-existing OpenBeansInplaceOutlineDialogHandler
[STS-1061] - reference to non-existing OpenBeansInplaceOutlineDialogHandler
[STS-1062] - reference to non-existing OpenBeansInplaceOutlineDialogHandler
[STS-1063] - reference to non-existing OpenBeansInplaceOutlineDialogHandler
[STS-1064] - reference to non-existing OpenBeansInplaceOutlineDialogHandler
[STS-1065] - reference to non-existing OpenBeansInplaceOutlineDialogHandler
[STS-1066] - reference to non-existing OpenBeansInplaceOutlineDialogHandler
[STS-1072] - Grails install-templates error
[STS-1073] - Grails Project Explorer: when sharing a Grails project with Egit, null labels appear in the project content
[STS-1076] - Grails Plugins Manager: when resetting or refreshing the plugins list, and changes already exist in the manager, the UI removes all changes, but they still persist internally
[STS-1088] - Plugin tags unknown in GSPs
NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

- [STS-1089] - Groovy bug when compiling
- [STS-1090] - Grails core: race conditions when refreshing plugin dependencies
- [STS-1091] - Grails Plugins Manager: error in selecting uninstall on an installed version that also has been marked for upgrade
- [STS-1096] - Installing Google Plugin for Eclipse or DataNucleus Eclipse Plugin fails
- [STS-1099] - Grails dependency management not recognizing ivy cache
- [STS-1102] - Plugin manager not displaying installed plugins for Grails 1.3.3 project
- [STS-1103] - Grails Plugin Manager: Alternative to listing plugin versions as child tree elements with the same name and title.
- [STS-1104] - Grails: code completion for dynamic finders doesn't work in a static context
- [STS-1105] - grails: can we add navigation for dynamic finders
- [STS-1107] - Auto-complete does not work in Groovy GString [unless both braces exist]
- [STS-1112] - Grails perspective: Multiple folders/views in grails project with configured plugins
- [STS-1113] - Typing and keyboard navigation in Groovy files is extremely slow on Mac OS
- [STS-1117] - [grails] Projects using Grails 1.3.3 will not have GORM methods added to the inferencing engine
- [STS-1119] - Grails Project Explorer: src and test file folders are filtered out all the time
- [STS-1122] - Malformed order in automatic packages import
- [STS-1132] - Grails commands with "/" in them can not be executed
- [STS-1133] - Grails Refresh dependencies clear the previous console
- [STS-1144] - Not able to type a simple '@' on a macbook
- [STS-1150] - If Grails plugin installation fails, error disappears
- [STS-1155] - Can’t step-debug an external Grails application
- [STS-1156] - Grails run-war command displays wrong "Browse to" url
- [STS-1162] - Automatic Grails Configuration broken or not being called?
- [STS-1167] - Formatting of JavaScript corrupts source
- [STS-1168] - STS raises NPE when saving files
- [STS-1169] - Generating a controller from domain class in a grails plugin not added to .classpath and not viewable in Grails perspective
- [STS-1177] - Jira link on 'Welcome to STS' page points to wrong jira
- [STS-1178] - NoClassDefFound when clicking "Install Extension" on the welcome page
- [STS-1182] - Grails "run-app -https" command displays wrong "Browse to" url
- [STS-1183] - AbstractMethodError for WorkspaceLocationConfigurerParticipant.doCreateExtension after installing some extensions
- [STS-1189] - Grails Plugin Manager: adopt new GrailsCommand infrastructure when refreshing list of plugins in the manager
- [STS-1190] - new line character shown when editing element description
- [STS-1191] - Running Grails JUnit 4 Tests with STS Dialog "Run As JUnit Test" ommits annotated Tests
- [STS-1193] - groovy code formater rips code apart in certain cases
- [STS-1195] - ant-junit JAR missing from classpath of Grails project
• [STS-1202] - [Grails] - Running individual test triggers all test phases
• [STS-1206] - Save Action to Format source code munges Groovy files, introducing bugs
• [STS-1208] - [Grails] Command popup can’t execute regular grails command for running tests from a single package
• [STS-1210] - Unable to define more than one checkbox on an entity
• [STS-1211] - STS picks the "wrong" path for sources of the grails dependency jars when using symbolic links for GRAILS_HOME
• [STS-1212] - Refresh dependencies is not picking up all dependencies
• [STS-1213] - Generic Command Wizard: add search control
• [STS-1214] - Generic Command Wizard: duplicate boolean parameter and parameters with default values not automatically set
• [STS-1215] - issue when using the mvc namespace with Spring 3.0.2
• [STS-1216] - Make timeout value for Grails Command termination user configurable
• [STS-1218] - Generic Command Wizard: display a project name as a text label instead of combo when only one project present in the wizard
• [STS-1225] - Generic Command Wizard: Java package content assist and browsing are not working
• [STS-1228] - Generic Command Wizard: option to group mandatory parameters first
• [STS-1231] - STS install failure in Galileo due to version issue with Mylyn 3.4
• [STS-1239] - Grails: in-place plugin dependencies that are not packaged throw exception in Project Explorer
• [STS-1242] - Failed to update product from 2.3.3.M2 to 2.5.0.M3
• [STS-1243] - enum in Groovy Script is treated as error
• [STS-1245] - generate-all grails command in STS 2.5.0.M3 not working with wildcards
• [STS-1250] - STS Generic Command Wizard: add up and down arrow navigation between table viewer and search control
• [STS-1251] - STS Generic Command Wizard: if filter shows only one element in the command table, automatically set the selection and validate wizard buttons
• [STS-1252] - Grails Tooling: PerProjectPluginCache reads wrong Grails class path container during refresh dependencies
• [STS-1253] - In place plugin dependencies should be recorded as a project dependency in the dependent project, not as a set of source folder dependencies
• [STS-1254] - STS Generic Command Wizard: automatically generate Alt+? keyboard shortcuts for wizard parameter page editors
• [STS-1255] - STS Error: unhandled event loop exception
• [STS-1256] - STS Error: Internal Error when trying to copy and paste a Grails Controller
• [STS-1257] - Unable to run script file in root dev shell without using fully qualified name
• [STS-1260] - Updating more than one plugin from Grails plugin manager is very long-winded
• [STS-1261] - creating a grails project with a project specific grails installation (not default) is ignored - it still uses the default version
• [STS-1262] - Grails plugin source files not being picked up on classpath
• [STS-1267] - Grails artifacts may be created with an invalid package name
• [STS-1268] - Code completion for bean definitions in Maven projects broken
NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

[STS-1270] - [PluginManager] Application.properties not refreshed after install/uninstall plugin
[STS-1273] - grails command prompt can't resolve url's

Stories

[STS-174] - As a user, I want to visually edit Spring Integration configurations
[STS-277] - Enable editing of tc Server property files
[STS-476] - Grails: code completion in domain class constraint blocks
[STS-516] - Debugger in Grails applications.
[STS-685] - type compatible Beans only
[STS-734] - support runtime installation in shared install environments
[STS-870] - Upgrade to Eclipse 3.6 to acquire fix for Cocoa performance problems
[STS-873] - As a use I would like bundle classpath container to correctly merge imports from MANIFEST.MF and TEST.MF
[STS-887] - As a user, I want to use the JIRA connector hosted by Atlassian
[STS-912] - As a user, I want to use Roo project templates
[STS-913] - As a user, I want to me run the Roo sample scripts
[STS-1056] - As a user, I would like to be able to install a Subversion integration from the dashboard
[STS-1057] - As a user, I would like to be able to install a Subversion integration from the dashboard
[STS-1058] - As a user, I would like to be able to install a Subversion integration from the dashboard
[STS-1265] - [grails] As a user, there should be an easy way to sync the plugins described in the application.properties with your project

Tasks

[STS-457] - [grails] support grails.plugin.location in BuildConfig for grails plugin development/testing
[STS-817] - I can not Install Grails in SpringSource
[STS-963] - Grails command prompt - improve usability
[STS-1137] - As a user, I would like to examine the output of a grails command I ran from the prompt
[STS-1209] - Grails: Refactor of Domain class doesn't update controller or unit test files
[STS-1232] - Grails Command Wizard: add support for Grails environment variable in wizard
[STS-1241] - Support for offline installation of Grails extension
NEW FEATURES – 2.5.0.M3

Spring Development Tools

Support for Spring Roo 1.1.0.M3

STS has been updated to support Spring Roo 1.1.0.M3. Roo 1.1.0.M3 is also the version bundled with STS and available from the Extension install.

Groovy & Grails Development Tools

Initial support for Debugging of GSPs

The Grails tool support now allows users to set breakpoints inside of GSP files. When running your Grails app in debug mode, all breakpoints that are set on GSP tags or GSP scriptlets will appropriately pause the running process.

Better Groovy Completion Proposal Ordering

Completion proposals in the Groovy editor are now ordered by relevance. This helps to reduce clutter and emphasizes the proposals that are more likely to be used. For example, Default Groovy Methods and type proposals are shunted to the bottom of the proposal list, while fields and methods are shunted to the top.

GUI support for running Grails Integration Tests

STS now provides a context menu for Grails projects, the "test/integration" and "test/unit" source folder that lets the user invoke the "test-app" grails command to run all tests, all integration tests or all unit tests respectively. When the command completes the test results are automatically shown in the Eclipse JUnit viewer.

Grails Command Wizard

A new wizard is now available to execute Grails commands. The wizard is launched via a popup context menu in either the Project or Package Explorer. The wizard has two pages, where the first page allows a user to select a Grails command from a table. The commands are sortable alphabetically by clicking on the table column.

In addition, command information like a description and list of parameters appears in a section below. For commands that require mandatory parameters, the wizard only allows navigation to the second page.

For commands that do not have mandatory parameters, the wizard can be completed from the first page.

The second page allows users to enter values into the command’s parameters. The wizard will not allow the user to complete unless all mandatory parameters have values. Some parameters, as shown below, have content assist and Java browsing functionality. Hovering over the parameter label shows the parameter’s description as a tooltip.
In addition, there are 4 new actions that launch the wizard directly to the second page:

- Create Domain Class
- Create Controller
- Create Taglib
- Create Service

The wizard is work in progress, and the list of Grails commands available through the wizard will be expanded to cover most Grails commands.

In addition, another work in progress is pre-populating the second page with a Grails name. For example, if invoking "Create Controller" action on Grails domain called Store, the wizard will open to the "Create Controller" page with "Store" populated into the text field.

**ENHANCEMENTS – 2.5.0.M3**

Fixed Bugs and Enhancement Requests

Here is a full list of resolved bugs and enhancement requests for the 2.5.0.M3 release:

Sub-tasks

- [STS-1016] - Fix sts.exe icon
- [STS-1126] - Display state elements in a visual editor
- [STS-1127] - Display transitions between state elements
- [STS-1129] - Put labels on the transitions
- [STS-1138] - Create a tool palette
- [STS-1158] - Add transition tools to the palette
- [STS-1174] - Allow for in-place editing of transition names

Defects

- [STS-1082] - STS UI nits
- [STS-1094] - Exclude hibernate and tomcat [and possibly webflow] from Grails plugin wizard latest version logic
- [STS-1106] - NPEs when deleting root element in bean config file
- [STS-1118] - NPE TagLibClass.java:203
- [STS-1124] - Run As… Groovy Console or Groovy Script not functioning
- [STS-1128] - Fix dashboard tutorial(updates section to collapse when the other is expanded
- [STS-1145] - Update visual editor support for Spring Integration M6
- [STS-1146] - Add visual editor support for Spring Integration - event adapter
- [STS-1147] - Add visual editor support for Spring Integration - groovy adapter
- [STS-1148] - Add visual editor support for Spring Integration - xmpp adapter
- [STS-1149] - Downloading RSS feeds reports very large negative progress percentage
- [STS-1157] - Deleting a file located under WebContent is not always possible
- [STS-1164] - No repository found at

- [STS-1166] - contentType describers trigger UI plugin activation when running headless
- Story
- [STS-849] - As a user, I want to install STS in Eclipse 3.6
- [STS-1083] - Roo Shell stays open after closing corresponding project
NEW FEATURES – 2.3.3.M2

Spring Development Tools

Support for Spring Roo 1.1.0.M2

STS has been updated to support Spring Roo 1.1.0.M2. Roo 1.1.0.M2 is also the version bundled with STS and available from the Extension install.

The new Roo milestone comes with new commands to create add-on projects. Support for those new commands has been added to the STS New Roo Project wizard.

Visual Editor for Spring Integration

STS 2.3.3.M2 now comes with visual editing support for Spring Integration configuration files. This editor is accessible from a separate “integration-graph” tab of the Spring Configuration Editor, which is the STS default editor for any Spring XML configuration file.
Non-locking ClassLoader Infrastructure

STS now comes with infrastructure to prevent file locking due to classes loaded from a particular JAR. This is especially useful if you use automatic dependency management with Maven or Ivy.

Read more about this in the following JIRA:

IDE-1088: Spring IDE retains file lock on classpath jars – http://jira.springframework.org/browse/IDE-1088

This feature can be enabled from the Spring preferences:
Groovy & Grails Development Tools

Plugin Management

The Grails Plugin Manager allows you to manage a Grails project’s installed plugins. Several operations are possible through the plugin browser:

- Browse/search installed and available plugins
- Navigate to documentation for a plugin
- Install, update or uninstall plugins

The Grails Plugin Manager can be accessed from the project’s Grails Tools context menu.

Grails Explorer

STS Grails tooling now ships with a Grails Perspective that consolidates all Grails-related commands, views, and actions in a single area. The core piece of the Grails perspective is the Grails Explorer (an extension to the Eclipse Project Explorer), which provides a Grails-centric view of your workspace.

Grails projects are displayed in a format that emphasizes the interesting components of Grails:
Improvements to the Command Prompt

We have included a number of improvements to the Grails command prompt:

Launch directly from the toolbar

While in the Grails perspective, the command prompt can now be launched directly from the toolbar by clicking the "Grails" icon.

Show active project

The Grails prompt now displays the currently active project and allows users to change the target project of the command to any other Grails project in the workspace.

There is now a Grails command history available. You can access the most recently executed commands from the action bar (only when using the Grails perspective).

Now available anywhere

www.springsource.com
The Grails prompt is now accessible anywhere in the workspace using the keyboard command (CTRL-Shift-CMD G on Mac). If a Grails project is not currently active, then the previously active Grails project is selected.

Pin

You can now select that the Grails command prompt should be pinned using the following menu item. This will ensure that the prompt does not disappear when it loses focus.

Support for In-place Plugins

The in-place plugin support now provided in STS enables Grails application projects to depend directly on plugins from their development folder. There is no need for a plugin developer to package and publish their plugin in order to depend upon it. To use it simply add the necessary plugin dependency line to your application grails-app/conf.BuildConfig.groovy:

grails.plugin.location.blogspot="../blog"

Run Grails Tools > Refresh Dependencies on the Grails application project. The Grails Explorer will reflect the new dependency in the ‘plugins’ section:

ENHANCEMENTS – 2.3.3.M2

Subversion Support installable from Extension Install

Both Subclipse and Subversive are now installable from the Extension install.

Fixed Bugs and Enhancement Requests

Here is a full list of resolved bugs and enhancement requests for the 2.3.3.M2 release:

Sub-tasks

- [STS-553] - Add cmd+click navigation for Grails artefacts
- [STS-579] - Add completion for GORM methods and dynamic finders
- [STS-644] - Decide what elements to display in the graph
- [STS-680] - Icon work
- [STS-692] - Fix search box on dashboard
- [STS-851] - support relative paths in directory descriptors
- [STS-852] - add filter attribute for stable/integration builds
- [STS-854] - change dependencies to Atlassian JIRA connector
- [STS-891] - fix support for installing multiple IUs on Eclipse 3.5
- [STS-892] - add test plan that builds and runs against Helios
- [STS-897] - Add provisional support for the Integration adapters
- [STS-905] - ensure that automatic workspace configuration works on Eclipse 3.5 and 3.6
- [STS-907] - Contribute adapter elements to the tool palette
- [STS-908] - Adapter elements only appear on the root of the graph
- [STS-915] - add configuration UI for triggering auto configuration
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NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

- [STS-918] - add documentation to help plug-in
- [STS-920] - Make sure tests pass in Eclipse 3.6
- [STS-925] - Support implicit input-channel elements
- [STS-926] - Centre the connections coming out of the channel icons
- [STS-927] - Connections should not obscure icons
- [STS-928] - Get icon samples and information to our graphic designer
- [STS-929] - Implement a forms based properties view
- [STS-931] - Remove toolbar from the graph page, and move the toggle layout button into the graph palette
- [STS-932] - Settle on an appropriate visual representation for showing a sequence of elements within a chain
- [STS-933] - Hovering over a connection anchor should display the anchor’s title
- [STS-934] - Support bidirectional connections on gateway elements
- [STS-936] - Support moving endpoints on existing connections
- [STS-937] - Support zooming in the graphical editor
- [STS-938] - Titles on elements should be directly editable
- [STS-939] - When an element has no id, hide the title and only display it on hover
- [STS-942] - Implement a placeholder element
- [STS-943] - Support drawing a connection between an output-channel node and an input-channel node
- [STS-945] - Support wiretap connections from channel elements
- [STS-949] - verify that tooling supports the latest version of STS
- [STS-955] - Implement quick fix for adding a bean config file to a config set
- [STS-956] - Auto generate an id when placing a new channel
- [STS-957] - Consider making channel renaming into a refactor operation
- [STS-972] - Reverse the direction of connections on inbound gateways
- [STS-973] - Add a context menu on implicit channels to make them explicit
- [STS-977] - Config editor beeps when a graph page is selected
- [STS-981] - support new launcher default action
- [STS-985] - NPE from graph editor
- [STS-986] - Truncate long labels
- [STS-987] - Add a fit to page option to the zoom combo
- [STS-989] - Add an ‘Open in Properties View’ context menu item to graph elements
- [STS-990] - Add a ‘Reveal in Source’ context menu item to graph elements
- [STS-991] - Do not display implicit channels on channel-adaptor elements
- [STS-994] - Add badges to element icons
- [STS-1011] - Streamline icon hovers
- [STS-1022] - fix NPE when Insight is enabled when Running application on server
- [STS-1075] - add extension listings for Subversive and Subclipse

Defects
- [STS-468] - Refactor doesn’t update Spring config XML when package is moved
- [STS-770] - editing spring app in IDE, deployments to tc server crash
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NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

- [STS-857]: [grails] save() method in GORM domain classes returns Boolean when it should return "this".
- [STS-859]: Extensions Dashboard Panel - Infinitest and PMD remain after installation.
- [STS-864]: BeansActiveFoldingListener exception when opening beans files.
- [STS-881]: .springWebflow config file must have constant order of entries.
- [STS-900]: [AJDT] Enabling of AJDT weaving service does not "stick" - After enabling it and restarting, you get prompted again to enable it.
- [STS-914]: Impossible to start Roo shell again after exit.
- [STS-919]: [Grails] IDE unable to resolve types from plugin.
- [STS-921]: NPE in BundleManifestUtils.locateManifestFolder.
- [STS-923]: The STS downloaded PetClinic application cannot be built.
- [STS-941]: Dashboard tab on Dashboard view unable to retrieve updates from Springsource site.
- [STS-951]: Dependency solving problems for Grails 1.3.0.RC2 and STS 2.3.2.
- [STS-964]: wrong package and Valve name in tcservlet for spring insight from sts.
- [STS-997]: NPE when refreshing dependencies, Grails launched in infinite loop.
- [STS-999]: Integration element selection makes it look like titles are editable, but it’s not.
- [STS-1001]: NPE in Integration editor.
- [STS-1002]: Initial double click on element does not set selection for Properties view.
- [STS-1003]: Would be nice if newly created element is always shown in editor.
- [STS-1004]: Manual layout behaves unexpectedly while adding new element.
- [STS-1005]: FileNotFoundException in dashboard if feed is unavailable.
- [STS-1009]: ReflectionWorldExceptions while working with SI config file.
- [STS-1013]: Virgo tooling not deploying web bundles with the correct context path.
- [STS-1019]: Update button on Knowledgebase tab fails to download knowledgebase data from Springsource site.
- [STS-1035]: NullPointerException in new Roo Project wizard.
- [STS-1037]: IllegalAccessException looking at namespaces tab in Spring XML editor.
- [STS-1041]: change default policy when installing extensions.
- [STS-1042]: libraries fail to get deployed.
- [STS-1043]: roo auto configuration picksup /root directory.

Stories

- [STS-93]: As a user, I would like to get quick fix option when a bean cannot be found.
- [STS-153]: Add visual editing support to the config editor for the integration namespace.
- [STS-248]: As a developer, I’d like the Eclipse Bundlor plugin to detect aspects and AspectJ types that are woven into classes.
- [STS-718]: As a user, I want to have SVN support bundled with STS.
- [STS-850]: As a user, I want a separate extension listing for nightly builds.
- [STS-853]: As a user, I would like to use the Atlassian Eclipse Connector.
- [STS-917]: As a user, I would like to have access to documentation on how to create task-focused tutorials.
- [STS-948]: As a user, I would like to use STS with tc Server 2.0.
- [STS-962]: Grails command prompt - provide history.
NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

- [STS-1030] - grails command prompt: show indication of project and perhaps make it selectable
- [STS-1031] - Package Explorer filter for Roo ITDs should be available to Project Explorer, too
- [STS-1049] - Spring namespace XSDs not already in the XML Catalog take a very long time to resolve
- [STS-1050] - Unable to add back "tc Server 2.0 Developer Edition" Server after it is removed from workspace.
- [STS-1052] - Support @Inject in addition to @Autowired

Tasks
- [STS-757] - [grails] Syntax highlighting for dynamic finders
- [STS-1033] - [grails] Remove those annoying underlines when working in Config.groovy and BuildConfig.groovy
- [STS-1039] - Add support for auto-discovery of MessageDispatcherServlet config files, like for DispatcherServlet
NEW FEATURES – 2.3.3.M1

Spring Development Tools

Support for Spring Roo 1.1.0.M1

STS has been updated to support Spring Roo 1.1.0.M1. Please note that this change will prevent usage of earlier Roo versions from the 1.0.x line. This is due to some architectural changes within Roo.

In addition STS has been extended to provide support for Google Plugins for Eclipse when working with Roo’s newly added support Google Web Toolkit. More information about this integration is available from http://blog.springsource.com/2010/06/02/using-springsource-toolsuite-2-3-3-m1-with-roo-and-gwt/.

Runtime Integration

Support for Eclipse Virgo

STS 2.3.3.M1 supports early preview versions of Eclipse Virgo. Virgo is the new name of SpringSource dm Server which has been donated to the Eclipse Foundation by SpringSource.

ENHANCEMENTS – 2.3.3.M1

Fixed Bugs and Enhancement Requests

Here is a full list of resolved bugs and enhancement requests for the 2.3.3.M1 release:

Defects

• [STS-965] - NPE in ToggleMarkOccurencesAction
ENHANCEMENTS – 2.3.2.RELEASE

Fixes for regressions introduced with STS 2.3.1

Two regressions have been fixed with STS 2.3.2 that were producing false error markers in the Spring XML configuration files.

IDE-1098: Unexpected Exception parsing error ClassCastException ScopedProxyMode when using @Scope("request") - http://jira.springframework.org/browse/IDE-1098


Updated End-User License Agreement

The STS End-User License Agreement has been updated. For your reference it is reproduced below:

SPRINGSOURCE TOOL SUITE END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT

Notice: This End User License Agreement ("EULA" or "Agreement") is a CONTRACT between you (either an individual or a single entity, "you" or "Licensee") and VMware, Inc. ("VMware"), which covers your use of the SpringSource Tool Suite and related software components, which may include associated media, printed materials, and "online" or electronic documentation. If you do not agree to the terms of this EULA, then do not install or use the Software. By explicitly accepting this EULA, or by installing, copying, downloading, accessing, or otherwise using the Software, you are acknowledging and agreeing to be bound by the following terms.

1. DEFINITIONS.

   (a) "Software" shall mean the version of the SpringSource Tool Suite, in object form only, excluding any Open Source Software provided with such software, and the media and Documentation provided by VMware to Licensee for which Licensee is granted a use license pursuant to this Agreement.

   (b) "Documentation" shall mean the printed or online written reference material furnished to Licensee in conjunction with the Software, including, without limitation, instructions, and end user guides.

   (c) "Intellectual Property Rights" shall mean all intellectual property rights, including, without limitation, patents, copyrights, trademarks, and trade secrets.

   (d) "Open Source Software" means various open source software components provided with the Software that are licensed to you under the terms of the applicable license agreements included with such open source software components or other materials for the Software.

   (e) "Updates" shall mean a modification, error correction, bug fix, new release, or other update to or for the Software.
2. LICENSE GRANT, USE AND OWNERSHIP.

(a) Limited License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, VMware grants to Licensee a non-exclusive, non-transferable license (without the right to sublicense) (i) to use the Software in accordance with the Documentation solely for non-production purposes of Licensee's internal business operations, development, evaluation, and education, (ii) to use the Documentation in support of Licensee's authorized use of the Software, and (iii) to make up to two (2) copies of the Software for archival or backup purposes, provided that all titles and trademarks, copyright, and restricted rights notices are reproduced on such copies.

(b) Restrictions. Licensee shall not copy or use the Software and Documentation except as expressly permitted in this Agreement. Licensee will not, and will not permit any third party to, retain, sublicense, rent, copy, modify, create derivative works of, translate, reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble, or otherwise reduce to human perceivable form any portion of the Software or accompanying Documentation. Licensee may not use the Software and Documentation for any purposes other than those set forth herein.

(c) Ownership. VMware shall own and retain all right, title and interest in and to the Intellectual Property Rights in the Software and any derivative works thereof, subject only to the limited license expressly set forth in Section 2(a) hereof. Licensee does not acquire any other rights, express or implied, in the Software. ALL RIGHTS NOT EXPRESSLY GRANTED HEREUNDER ARE RESERVED TO VMWARE.

(d) No Support Services. VMware is under no obligation to support the Software in any way or to provide any Updates to Licensee. In the event VMware, in its sole discretion, supplies any Update to Licensee, such Update shall be deemed Software hereunder and shall be subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement.

(e) Third-Party Software. The terms and conditions of this Agreement shall not apply to any Third-Party Software accompanying the Software. Any such Third-Party Software is provided under the terms of the license agreement or copyright notice accompanying such Third-Party Software or in the licenses file accompanying the Software.

(f) Open Source Software. The terms and conditions of this Agreement shall not apply to any Open Source Software accompanying the Software. Any such Open Source Software is provided under the terms of the open source license agreement or copyright notice accompanying such Open Source Software or in the open source licenses file accompanying the Software.

3. TERM AND TERMINATION. VMware may terminate this EULA immediately and without notice if you fail to comply with any term of this EULA. In the event of termination of this EULA, you must immediately cease using and will return to VMware or at VMware's request, destroy all copies of the Software and Documentation and all other tangible items in your possession or control that are proprietary to or contain Confidential Information. From time to time, VMware may change the terms of this EULA. VMware will notify you of such change. Your continued use of the Software will indicate your agreement to the change. The rights and obligations of the parties set forth in Sections 2(b) 2(c), 2(d), 2(e), 2(f), 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 shall survive termination of this EULA for any reason.
4. CONFIDENTIALITY. "Confidential Information" shall mean all trade secrets, know-how, inventions, techniques, processes, algorithms, software programs, hardware, schematics, and software source documents relating to the Software, and other information provided by VMware, whether disclosed orally, in writing, or by examination or inspection, other than information which Licensee can demonstrate (i) was already known to Licensee, other than under an obligation of confidentiality, at the time of disclosure; (ii) was generally available in the public domain at the time of disclosure to Licensee; (iii) became generally available in the public domain after disclosure other than through any act or omission of Licensee; (iv) was subsequently lawfully disclosed to Licensee by a third party without any obligation of confidentiality; or (v) was independently developed by Licensee without use of or reference to any information or materials disclosed by VMware or its suppliers. Confidential Information shall include without limitation the Software, Documentation, Performance Data, and any Updates. Licensee shall not use any Confidential Information for any purpose other than as expressly authorized under this Agreement. In no event shall Licensee use the Software or any Confidential Information to develop, manufacture, market, sell, or distribute any product or service. Licensee shall limit dissemination of Confidential Information to its employees who have a need to know such Confidential Information for purposes expressly authorized under this Agreement. In no event shall Licensee disclose any Confidential Information to any third party. Without limiting the foregoing, Licensee shall use at least the same degree of care that it uses to prevent the disclosure of its own confidential information of like importance, but in no event less than reasonable care, to prevent the disclosure of Confidential Information.

5. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. IT IS UNDERSTOOD THAT THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED WITHOUT CHARGE FOR LIMITED PURPOSES. ACCORDINGLY, THE TOTAL LIABILITY OF VMWARE AND ITS SUPPLIERS ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO THIS EULA SHALL NOT EXCEED THE LICENSE FEES, IF ANY, PAID BY YOU FOR THE SOFTWARE LICENSED TO YOU UNDER THIS EULA. IN NO EVENT SHALL VMWARE OR ITS SUPPLIERS HAVE LIABILITY FOR ANY INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF BUSINESS PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, OR LOSS OF BUSINESS INFORMATION), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, EVEN IF VMWARE AND ITS SUPPLIERS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THESE LIMITATIONS SHALL APPLY NOTWITHSTANDING ANY FAILURE OF ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY LIMITED REMEDY.

6. WARRANTY DISCLAIMER. IT IS UNDERSTOOD THAT THE SOFTWARE, DOCUMENTATION, AND ANY UPDATES MAY CONTAIN ERRORS AND ARE PROVIDED FOR LIMITED PURPOSES ONLY. THE SOFTWARE, THE DOCUMENTATION, AND ANY UPDATES ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY, OR OTHERWISE. VMWARE AND ITS SUPPLIERS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, NONINFRINGEMENT, AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE FOREGOING LIMITATIONS SHALL APPLY TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, REGARDLESS OF WHETHER VMWARE OR ITS LICENSORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES AND REGARDLESS OF WHETHER ANY REMEDY FAILS OF ITS ESSENTIAL PURPOSE.

7. OTHER PROVISIONS.

(a) Governing Law. This Agreement, and all disputes arising out of or related thereto, shall be governed by and construed under the laws of the State of California without reference to conflict of laws principles. All such disputes shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the state and federal courts located in Santa Clara County, California, and the parties agree and submit to the personal and exclusive jurisdiction and venue of these courts.
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(b) Assignment. Licensee shall not assign this Agreement or any rights or obligations hereunder, directly or indirectly, by operation of law, merger, acquisition of stock or assets, or otherwise, without the prior written consent of VMware. Subject to the foregoing, this Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the parties and their respective successors and permitted assigns.

(c) Export Regulations. Licensee understands that VMware is subject to regulation by the U.S. government and its agencies, which prohibit export or diversion of certain technical products and information to certain countries and individuals. Licensee warrants that it will comply in all respects with all export and re-export restrictions applicable to the technology and documentation provided hereunder.

(d) Modification. This is the entire agreement between the parties relating to the subject matter hereof and all other terms are rejected. No waiver or modification of this Agreement shall be valid unless in writing signed by each party. The waiver of a breach of any term hereof shall in no way be construed as a waiver of any term or other breach hereof. If any provision of this Agreement is held by a court of competent jurisdiction to be contrary to law the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect.

(e) Government Restrictions. The Software and accompanying documentation are deemed to be "commercial computer software" and "commercial computer software documentation," respectively, pursuant to DFAR Section 227.7202 and FAR Section 12.212(b), as applicable. Any use, modification, reproduction, release, performing, displaying, or disclosing of the Software by the U.S. Government shall be governed solely by the terms of this EULA.

8. CONTACT INFORMATION. If you have any questions about this Agreement, or if you want to contact VMware for any reason, please direct all correspondence to: VMware, Inc., 3401 Hillview Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94304, United States of America or email info@vmware.com.

February, 18th 2010

Fixed Bugs and Enhancement Requests

Here is a full list of resolved bugs and enhancement requests for the 2.3.2.RELEASE release:

Sub-tasks

- [STS-554]: Parse plugin metadata (plugin.xml) for each plugin to obtain info about new methods/properties added by the plugin for code completion
- [STS-645]: Implement element creation & connection tools
- [STS-836]: use platform APIs for HTTP access

Defects

- [STS-562]: Authoring button not available in cheatsheet editor
- [STS-566]: Template wizard should not allow project names with spaces when creating a bundle project.
- [STS-731]: Cannot retrieve extensions behind a proxy
- [STS-779]: Memory settings for tc Server too restrictive?
- [STS-821]: Drawing problems with Spring Batch graph editor
NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

- [STS-866]: Spring Source Tools 2.3.1 does not work with IBM JDK 5.0
- [STS-867]: Can’t add GRAILS support
- [STS-868]: Cannot access STS Tutorials
- [STS-872]: Manifest generation fails on IllegalAccessorError with Scan output folders turned on
- [STS-874]: Error log is spammed on startup with IllegalArgumentException: ImageRegistry key already in use
- [STS-875]: Manifest not updated from template.mf
- [STS-882]: Cannot find class file for org/springframework/asm/ClassVisitor with @Aspect + @Before("… @annotation")

Stories
- [STS-459]: As a user I would like to be able to use an NTLM proxy
- [STS-822]: Export Batch graphs to external file (e.g. image)
NEW FEATURES – 2.3.1.RELEASE

Spring Development Tools

Namespace Handlers can now be loaded from the Project’s Classpath

With 2.3.1 users can now decide to let STS search for XML Namespace Handlers on the project’s classpath. This will allow using namespaces that are not known to STS or different versions of known namespaces.

This feature needs to be enabled from the project preferences as shown below:

Runtime Integration

Enablement of Spring Insight changed

With STS 2.3.1 the user can now enable or disable collection of metrics with Spring Insight.

To enable Spring Insight with tc Server please open the Server editor by double-clicking the tc Server in the Servers view and enable the checkbox in the Spring Insight section. Save the configuration changes and restart tc Server to apply the change.
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ENHANCEMENTS – 2.3.1.RELEASE

Performance and Memory Consumption Improvements

The memory consumption of STS has again been reduced. Comparisons between version 2.3.0 and 2.3.1 show an additional 50% decrease of startup memory consumption; results may vary on operating system and other plug-ins installed and active.

Besides lower memory consumption, STS was improved to be more responsive on large projects when doing full and incremental compilations and validations.

Updated Dependencies

STS 2.3.1 has been updated to build on top of Eclipse Galileo SR2 (3.5.2).

Additionally the bundled M2Eclipse has been updated to version 0.10.0. STS continues to ship the M2Eclipse AJDT Integration.
Fixed Bugs and Enhancement Requests

Here is a full list of resolved bugs and enhancement requests for the 2.3.1.RELEASE release:

Sub-tasks

• [STS-443] - replace shell scripts with ant based build
• [STS-550] - Implement an editor for GSP, Grails' default view technology
• [STS-552] - Add commands to easily switch between controller, domain, tag library and views for a given convention
• [STS-643] - Add hyperlink & content assist to form widgets
• [STS-646] - Implement a facility for switching between coordinate & algorithm based layouts
• [STS-647] - Implement a coordinate based layout for the graph
• [STS-648] - Implement serialization of graph coordinates
• [STS-652] - adopt Buckminster aggregator for dependency managemnt
• [STS-656] - Implement and test new Bundlor API usage
• [STS-657] - Implement and test new deployer API usage
• [STS-658] - Implement and test core implementation for plan deployment
• [STS-659] - Implement and test UI implementation for plan deployment
• [STS-664] - The graph does too much work when it redraws
• [STS-661] - Collapse Update section when content cannot be read
• [STS-698] - Implement a new layout manager for container parts
• [STS-699] - Reuse BeanClassRule in as-you-type validation
• [STS-701] - Reuse BeanConstructorArgumentRule in as-you-type validation
• [STS-702] - Reuse BeanDefinitionHolderRule in as-you-type validation
• [STS-703] - Reuse BeanDefinitionRule in as-you-type validation
• [STS-704] - Reuse BeanDeprecationRule in as-you-type validation
• [STS-705] - Reuse BeanFactoryRule in as-you-type validation
• [STS-706] - Reuse BeanInitDestroyMethodRule in as-you-type validation
• [STS-707] - Reuse BeanMethodOverrideRule in as-you-type validation
• [STS-708] - Reuse BeanPropertyRule in as-you-type validation
• [STS-709] - Reuse BeanReferenceRule in as-you-type validation
• [STS-710] - Reuse NamespaceElementsRule in as-you-type validation
• [STS-711] - Reuse RequiredPropertyRule in as-you-type validation
• [STS-712] - Reuse SpringParsingProblemsRule in as-you-type validation
• [STS-728] - Make Spring Security 3.0 XSD accessible
• [STS-729] - Implement namespace validation for Spring Security 3.0
• [STS-751] - Can’t undo graph movement
• [STS-753] - Graph pages should have a form header
• [STS-754] - Move the layout toggle button from the window toolbar into the editor header
• [STS-755] - In manual layout mode, adding a new element should drop it in place
• [STS-756] - Coordinate persistence should be split out on a per-file basis
• [STS-759] - fix compile errors on Eclipse 3.4
• [STS-764] - Can’t add an object onto graph canvas when in automatic layout mode.
NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

- [STS-765]: add test coverage reporting to build
- [STS-774]: support installation of multiple features per discovery entry
- [STS-775]: support filtering of directory entries
- [STS-776]: add check for updates button
- [STS-777]: improve extension point documentation
- [STS-778]: indicate if extension have already been installed
- [STS-783]: fix failing config editor tests
- [STS-789]: add check box to tc Server editor
- [STS-790]: show PONT dialog on first launch
- [STS-793]: specify platform filters for bundles that use new extension point format
- [STS-794]: verify that insight actions are only displayed when insight application is available and enabled
- [STS-795]: only show tc Server and dm Server extensions if not installed
- [STS-801]: copy insight configuration files to workspace
- [STS-835]: create contribution for default Eclipse welcome page
- [STS-836]: use platform APIs for HTTP access

Defects

- [STS-136]: Error creating new class implementing an interface
- [STS-415]: Quickfix validation does not understand nested property paths
- [STS-480]: Update batch-graph features for Spring Batch 2.1
- [STS-481]: Package version changes on selecting its properties in the manifest overview tab
- [STS-509]: Quick fix and as-you-type validation don’t understand class and method names and bean references in namespace elements
- [STS-517]: Strange validation errors in spring xml files (not found)
- [STS-562]: Authoring button not available in cheatsheet editor
- [STS-566]: Template wizard should not allow project names with spaces when creating a bundle project.
- [STS-662]: Problem starting Spring tcServer - Missing expected file or folder tijars.
- [STS-695]: Make sure as you type quickfixes correspond to Spring IDE validations
- [STS-697]: STS’s WTP Web Project Config Detection of MVC app fails to detect ContextLoaderListener context file
- [STS-717]: Fix STS Dashboard layout problems
- [STS-719]: Graph chokes when an item defines an transition onto itself.
- [STS-720]: Crash on launch after clean install
- [STS-722]: Installing Groovy/Grails tool support and Grails runtimes at once does not configure the Grails install
- [STS-723]: mvc:view-controller element causing unexpected exception in xml parsing
- [STS-724]: Roo commands not added to roo history
- [STS-731]: Cannot retrieve extensions behind a proxy
- [STS-732]: Regression: Premature end of file error when reading custom namespace schemas from jar
- [STS-736]: Spring roo and svn to execute a command in the “roo shell” be running the
NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

light of progress of the task from running other tasks.

- [STS-745] - STS Grails support: Grails dependency support adds .svn directories to plugin source directories when using in-line plugins
- [STS-746] - @Inject annotated dependencies don’t show up in Bean Graph
- [STS-749] - New Template Project -> Could not read initialization data for template error
- [STS-750] - Unexpected exception parsing XML document - IllegalArgument Exception: Could not resolve placeholder
- [STS-752] - Persist section collapse state on dashboard restart
- [STS-763] - [grails] Refresh dependencies doesn’t work with Selenium RC and Grails 1.2.0
- [STS-768] - Web template projects should change the context root and resource ids
- [STS-769] - Fix failing GEF editor tests
- [STS-772] - Bean reference quickfix needs to take into account beans that are defined but not yet saved
- [STS-779] - Memory settings for tc Server too restrictive?
- [STS-780] - Filenames are too long
- [STS-784] - Support dynamic generation of form content for the config editor
- [STS-785] - Remove attribute restriction while reporting messages in quickfix validation
- [STS-786] - Roo Shell display fails while running on server
- [STS-787] - STS will hang (sort of) for ages with the message “Invoking ‘Spring Project Builder’ on /proj”
- [STS-798] - Fix duplicate proposals shown for quick fix
- [STS-799] - Add Remove @Deprecated quick fix proposal for class and method
- [STS-804] - Class loader error when opening template.mf
- [STS-805] - New Roo projects require Java 1.6 compiler compliance
- [STS-809] - mvc-ajax sample: The constructor String(byte[], Charset) is undefined
- [STS-812] - [Config Editor] Required fields should be highlighted in some manner.
- [STS-813] - [Config editor] Pre-fill fields with their default values.
- [STS-816] - Not possible to define Javadoc locations for jars under “Grails Dependencies”
- [STS-818] - Template projects broken in existing workspace after upgrade
- [STS-820] - Delay and timeout loading Spring Batch 2.0 schema
- [STS-824] - Can not install Tasktop Pro
- [STS-826] - Fix NPE in content assist in bean wizard
- [STS-827] - Problem Unzipping Springsource
- [STS-828] - Unable to get to tutorials on 1024x768 resolution screens.
- [STS-829] - factory-method attribute
- [STS-833] - Typo under Preferences->Spring->Repository Browser
- [STS-842] - Cannot view tutorials on dashboard
- [STS-846] - Grammar error in the installation dialog
- [STS-847] - Autowired dependency graph does not render dependency between @Component being injected with DataSource created by <jdbc:embedded-database/>

Stories

- [STS-145] - Add forms support to the config editor for the integration namespace
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NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

• [STS-276] - Improve the modularity of the releng scripts
• [STS-323] - As a developer I want to be able to make and deploy ‘plans’ on to the dm Server in STS
• [STS-459] - As a user I would like to be able to use an NTLM proxy
• [STS-514] - Add Spring Security 3’s schema to eclipse catalog
• [STS-528] - As a new Roo user, I would like to have a more intuitive experience when getting started
• [STS-639] - As a user, I want to use the new dm Server 2.0 deployer API
• [STS-640] - As a user, I want to use a newer version of Bundlor embedded inside STS
• [STS-716] - As a Grails STS user, I want that .project (and .classpath) files could be shared with other team members via version control (so that they don’t include user specific directory paths)
• [STS-730] - As a user, I want to have support for Spring Security 3.0
• [STS-747] - As a user, I would like to be able to configure namespace prefixes
• [STS-773] - As a user, I want to install additional extensions and see and update installed extensions
• [STS-788] - As a user I would like to be able to disable Spring Insight when running tc Server
• [STS-834] - As a user, I would like to get a welcome page contribution when installing the plug-in version
• [STS-838] - As a user I want to be able to compile projects against versions of spring framework projects other than what STS ships with internally and do so without causing tooling incompatibility

Tasks
• [STS-70] - Customizable Dashboard
• [STS-669] - Attaching source jars to entries of the Grails Dependencies classpath container
• [STS-739] - Configure source locations for Grails installs
• [STS-743] - Propose a way to use STS without m2eclipse
• [STS-832] - Refreshing Flex artifacts (.swf, .swc) should not cause bundle refresh
NEW FEATURES – 2.3.0.RELEASE

Spring Development Tools

Support Spring 3.0.0.RELEASE

STS has been updated to support latest versions of Spring 3.0.0.

Support for Spring Integration

STS 2.3.0 now supports Spring Integration, Spring Flex and Spring Web Services namespaces out of the box. The XSDs are registered with the XML Catalog and the XML editor provides content assist, hyperlinking and validation based on the schemas.

Here is the full list of supported namespaces:

```xml
<resources>
  <namespace name="aop" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/aop"/>
  <namespace name="batch" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/batch"/>
  <namespace name="beans" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans"/>
  <namespace name="dp" uri="http://www.osgi.org/xmlns/blueprint/v1.0.0"/>
  <namespace name="context" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/context"/>
  <namespace name="faces" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/faces"/>
  <namespace name="flex" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/flex"/>
  <namespace name="flow" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/webflow-config"/>
  <namespace name="int" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/integration"/>
  <namespace name="int-bus" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/integration/integration-configuration"/>
  <namespace name="int-ext" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/integration/integration-external"/>
  <namespace name="int-file" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/integration/file"/>
  <namespace name="int-httpInvoker" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/integration/httpInvoker"/>
  <namespace name="int-jms" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/integration/jms"/>
  <namespace name="int-mail" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/integration/mail"/>
  <namespace name="int-mmi" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/integration/mmi"/>
  <namespace name="int-security" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/integration/security"/>
  <namespace name="int-stream" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/integration/stream"/>
  <namespace name="int-ws" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/integration/ws"/>
  <namespace name="int-xmli" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/integration/xml"/>
  <namespace name="jdbc" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/jdbc"/>
  <namespace name="jee" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/jee"/>
  <namespace name="jms" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/jms"/>
  <namespace name="lang" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/lang"/>
  <namespace name="mvc" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/mvc"/>
  <namespace name="osgi" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/osgi"/>
  <namespace name="osgi-compendium" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/osgi-compendium"/>
  <namespace name="oexm" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/oexm"/>
  <namespace name="p" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/p"/>
  <namespace name="sec" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/security"/>
  <namespace name="task" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/task"/>
  <namespace name="tx" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/tx"/>
  <namespace name="util" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/util"/>
  <namespace name="ws" uri="http://www.springframework.org/schema/web-services"/>
</resources>
```
The Spring Configuration Editor has preliminary support for editing Spring Integration configurations through the UI. We are working on a full visual editor for Integration configuration files.

**Spring Roo Integration**

STS has been updated to ship Roo RC4.

The deprecated Roo project template has been removed. Please use the New Roo Project Wizard instead.

**Groovy & Grails Development Tools**

**Update to Grails Tools**

The Grails tooling has been updated to work with latest snapshot versions of Grails 1.2.0.

Additionally improvements in the area of content assist and inferencing with Grails Domain and Controller classes have been made. The GSP Editor now also offers content assist for Grails tab libraries.

Please note that content assist in Grails artifacts and GSPs will be much improved in future versions. We are currently working in this area. Stay tuned for more soon.

**Tutorials and Help**

**Extension Point to override URLs used by STS**

With 2.3.0 we introduce an Eclipse extension point that allows companies running STS behind corporate firewalls to override default URLs. This is useful if you want to restrict Internet usage triggered from STS or simply want to add your own content.

If you are interested in this feature please contact your SpringSource support person.

## ENHANCEMENTS – 2.3.0.RELEASE

**Performance and Memory Consumption Improvements**

The startup memory consumption of STS has been greatly reduced. Comparisons of versions 2.2.0, 2.2.1 and 2.3.0 showed about 70% less memory usage when opening the same workspace.

Opening a clean workspace will now consume ~41MB instead of 160MB; results may vary on operating system and other plug-ins installed and active.

Besides lower memory consumption, STS was improved to be more responsive on large projects when doing full and incremental compilations and validations.
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Improvements to the Dashboard

The STS Dashboard has been re-worked and now provides access to more content.

The RSS section can be configured to include custom feeds: to configure the displayed URLs simply select the Configure URLs action in the section’s toolbar.

64 bit JVM Detection in the Installer

The installer will verify that the installed and selected JDK matches the downloaded installer package. This will prevent installations of a 32 bit STS package on a 64 bit JDK and vice versa.

Fixed Bugs and Enhancement Requests

Here is a full list of resolved bugs and enhancement requests for the 2.3.0.RELEASE release:

Sub-tasks

- [STS-374] - Implement and test dm server install
- [STS-375] - Implement and test tc server install
- [STS-508] - provide a simple entry point to CloudFoundry deployment and account creation
NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

- [STS-581]: Add code completion for Grails controller methods (render/redirect/etc.)
- [STS-625]: investigate using p2 touchpoint instructions for adding servers
- [STS-628]: [releng] create scripts for building server bundles
- [STS-630]: fix configuration error when using tc Server VMware integration in guest mode
- [STS-631]: Create fix imports option for groovy plugin
- [STS-634]: provide UI for entering JMX credentials
- [STS-635]: ignore port conflict when starting local tc Server in VMware
- [STS-642]: design and review a cleaner Dashboard layout
- [STS-649]: Create wireframe for dashboard
- [STS-650]: Implement UI for dashboard base on wireframe
- [STS-651]: Query URL extension to display feeds on the dashboard
- [STS-653]: create extension point for URL contributions
- [STS-654]: extract URLs from source and move to extension
- [STS-660]: Add toolbar action to Roo shell to quickly create a new Roo project
- [STS-663]: [releng] setup PDE build for server bundles
- [STS-665]: support deploying through JMX
- [STS-668]: Create extension points for new project section on dashboard
- [STS-672]: fix remote shutdown of tc Server
- [STS-674]: redirect server output to a file and show in Eclipse console
- [STS-675]: monitor if server has initialized
- [STS-681]: Collapse Update section when content cannot be read
- [STS-682]: Fix text alignment in the dashboard title
- [STS-683]: Update content in dashboard
- [STS-686]: Default layout should be horizontal
- [STS-687]: create configuration UI for setting urls

Defects

- [STS-122]: dm Server feature is not displayed in about dialog
- [STS-256]: Grammar error on Coverage Configurations screen
- [STS-382]: STS installer should prompt user before quitting while installing
- [STS-391]: When a target manifest.mf/test.mf has syntax errors bundlor does not overwrite it
- [STS-396]: If I fix build path issues with Refresh Bundle Classpath Container only direct descendants get their issues fixed as well
- [STS-418]: Creating new 'Spring MVC Project' from template does not populate artifactId in pom.xml causing project compile problems
- [STS-462]: Unable to update the eclipse 3.4 from spring update site
- [STS-541]: Spring Template Project creates invalid pom.xml when using a top-level package name with depth greater than 3
- [STS-547]: Cleaning a tc Server instance via WTP results in a publish error
- [STS-568]: class loader error from org.eclipse.hyades.trace.ui plugin
- [STS-571]: [linux] borders in dm Server editor Redeploy and Artefact sections are cut off
[STS-590] - Add support for spring-integration namespace
[STS-593] - STS 2.2.0 does not start up after installing either subclipse or subversive plugin in Windows XP env
[STS-605] - Change the "Quit" button label on the last page to "Finish"
[STS-611] - STS 2.2.0 startup issue after installing plugins
[STS-616] - ClassLoaderError on startup when extension page is initialized
[STS-617] - NPE in CloudFoundryDecorator
[STS-632] - NoClassDefFoundError on startup
[STS-637] - New Bean class quick fix does not fill in package name if package does not exist
[STS-655] - VM arguments list has missing double quote at end
[STS-670] - I am not able to import projects in the latest Linux version (springsource-tool-suite-2.2.1.RELEASE-e3.5.1-linux-gtk-installer.sh) I downloaded on Ubuntu
[STS-677] - Support for workspace utility projects (WTP feature) with CloudFoundry
[STS-678] - "Publish" button in CloudFoundry Server (WTP view) does not re-publish the project
[STS-679] - Unable to install extensions behind proxy
[STS-690] - Fix dashboard project wizard error
[STS-691] - Grails plugin dependencies not being picked up in STS

Story
[STS-167] - As a user, I want to install dm and tc server from the WTP server adapter install
[STS-227] - As a Spring User, I want to be able to compile Groovy files
[STS-633] - As a user I would like to deploy applications into a tc Server running in VMware
[STS-638] - As a corporate user, I want to contribute my own URLs for everything that STS consumes from the internet
[STS-641] - As a user, I want a cleaner Dashboard
[STS-673] - As a user I would like to see the console output of a tc Server running in VMware in Eclipse
[STS-688] - update Spring perspective

Tasks
[STS-563] - show link to create Roo project if no Roo project exists
[STS-666] - Provide the option to specify a run mode for the server when using Roo shell’s 'deploy' cmd
[STS-684] - Show warning when deprecated class is used in Spring bean configuration file
NEW FEATURES – 2.2.1.RELEASE

Spring Development Tools

Spring Roo Integration

The Roo integration requires Spring Roo 1.0.0.RC3 to be installed. Due to API changes previous versions are not supported anymore.

The Roo Shell now supports hyperlinking of created and modified resources as shown in following screenshot. Clicking the hyperlink in the Shell will open the linked file in the default editor registered for the selected file type.

The CTRL+R (or CMD+R on Macs) shortcut has been modified to allow global invocation; no need to open a file before invoking the command.

Additionally STS 2.2.1 features a new New Roo Project wizard to create new Roo projects by running the Roo command ‘project’.

STS will come preconfigured with an external Roo installation ready to use from within STS.

The integrated template has been updated to latest available version. Please note that the project template available in the New Project Template Wizard has been deprecated in flavor of the new Roo Project Wizard.

Groovy & Grails Development Tools

Update to Grails Tools; now with GSP Editor

The Grails tools have been updated to support an editor for GSP files. Within STS, the new GSP Editor will be the default editor for *.gsp files.
Also the keyboard shortcut to open the Grails Quick Command Prompt has been changed to CTRL+ALT+G to prevent conflicts in certain views of Eclipse. The shortcut is now globally available; no need to open a file before invoking the command.

STS 2.2.1 will not come with a Grails installation out of the box. Instead Grails can be installed from the Extension Install available from the STS Dashboard.

For more details please visit:

http://www.grails.org/STS+Integration

Note: the Grails tools are not considered final and are still in early development stage. Please add your comments to https://issuetracker.springsource.com/browse/STS-487.

Runtime Integration

Support for dm Server 2.0.0.M6

STS 2.2.1 supports the latest milestone M6 of SpringSource dm Server 2.0.0. Several bugs and issues have been solved that prevented using dm Server 2.0.0.M6 with STS.

ENHANCEMENTS – 2.2.1.RELEASE

Windows 64 bit package and installer

STS 2.2.1 makes a package and installer for Windows 64-bit available. Please make sure to use a 64-bit JDK with this version of STS.

Fixed Bugs and Enhancement Requests

Here is a full list of resolved bugs and enhancement requests for the 2.2.1.RELEASE release:

Sub-tasks

- [STS-432] - investigate PDE’s manifest formatter for reuse possibility
- [STS-433] - hook formatter into manifest auto-generation tools
- [STS-438] - investigate the new server view’s common navigator api
- [STS-440] - implement problem markers in the servers view
- [STS-441] - ensure functionality falls back gracefully on Eclipse 3.4
- [STS-558] - Don’t explicitly mark groovy classes as public

Defects

- [STS-114] - Built in tc Server cannot be stopped
- [STS-274] - STS unusable when using a certain workspace
- [STS-351] - Incremental Bundlor adds imports for packages exported by the bundle
- [STS-386] - Put Tomcat back in the distro
- [STS-436] - Not finding tomcat server configuration for tcServer
- [STS-510] - Quickfix and validate as-you-type doesn’t understand factory-method and
reports an error about a missing constructor

- [STS-530]: Exception when running installation package
- [STS-567]: error logged when opening help
- [STS-569]: IllegalStateException error logged on startup
- [STS-570]: [windows] editing of property values fails in tc Server properties section
- [STS-574]: The focus button in the Spring Explorer should not be enabled if no task is active
- [STS-592]: Jars in lib folders are not added to the Grails project classpath
- [STS-594]: Incompatibility between dm Server Runtime and Apache Studio 1.4 (LDAP tools)
- [STS-602]: NullPointerException on workspace startup
- [STS-603]: STS 2.2.0 Release uses *much* more memory than STS 2.1
- [STS-604]: Grails Command prompt doesn’t popup when no groovy file is open
- [STS-606]: Outline view does not respond to page changes in the config editor.
- [STS-607]: The properties view for the config editor should respond to selections in tables
- [STS-608]: Issue with STS & latest DM Server Mile Stones
- [STS-609]: Manifests regularly end up with imports for packages only referenced in test code
- [STS-615]: High CPU utilization when doing normal things in STS
- [STS-619]: java.lang.NoClassDefFoundError: com/springsource/server/ide/ui/editors/model/ImportBundleHeader

Stories
- [STS-228]: As a user, I would like a Windows x64 version of STS
- [STS-392]: As a user I want to configure that generated manifests/test.mf are always autoformatted

Tasks
- [STS-613]: Provide the ability to use Ctrl+G command from inside GSP file

The change log is also available at:
https://issuetracker.springsource.com/secure/ReleaseNote.jspa?projectid=10010&styleName=Html&version=10441
NEW FEATURES – 2.2.0.RELEASE

Spring Development Tools

Only IDE to fully support latest Spring 3.0

STS has been updated to support latest versions of Spring 3.0 (including RC1 and RC2).

Editing, Validating and Visualization of Autowire-based Configurations

Spring configurations based on @Autowired, @Resource and custom annotations can now be visualized and validated within STS. This feature can be mixed and matched with traditional XML-based configurations and understands qualifier annotations and XML definitions.

To enable the visualization of autowired bean dependencies, open the STS preferences and navigate to Spring -> Beans Support and check the “Display extended content” option.

In order to turn on validation warnings and errors displayed in the Java Editor, enable the “Annotation-based Autowiring Rule” of the “Beans Validator” (Preferences -> Spring -> Project Validators).
Visualization and Testing of REST and MVC Applications

Usages of @RequestMapping annotations can now be visualized in a separate view called “@RequestMappings”. To open the view select the configuration file of configuration set in the Spring Explorer and select “Show Request Mappings” in the context menu.

The view allows accessing the URL in an embedded web browser. The user is queried for required values defined in the REST-style URL.

Validation of Namespace-based Configurations

STS now validates namespace elements in XML configurations files. In order to turn on validation warnings and errors displayed, enable the “XSD Tool Annotation Rule” of the “Beans Validator” (Preferences -> Spring -> Project Validators).

Namespace Schema Versions derived from Classpath

When using the “New Spring Configuration File” wizard or the Spring Config Editor to add or remove namespace definitions, STS will now inspect the project’s classpath to derive appropriate schema versions used in the “schemalocation” attribute.
This behavior can be overridden in the STS preferences by navigating to Spring -> Beans Support -> Namespace Versions. Disabling the option “Use highest XSD version that is available on the project’s classpath” will allow explicitly setting the default version to use. Those can be configured on the same preference page.

**Visualization support for @Transactional and @Secured**

Usage of @Transactional and @Secured annotations and appropriate XML configuration to enable annotation processing for those annotations will now be reported in the Beans Cross References View.

This enables validation of transactional and security cross-cutting configurations right inside the IDE.

**Spring Roo Integration**

The Spring Roo support will now only use externally configured Roo installations; this is similar to the way Java Runtimes are configured with Eclipse. To configure available Roo installations open the preferences and navigate to Spring -> Roo Support.

STS will come preconfigured with an external Roo installation.

The integrated template has been updated to latest available version: Spring Roo RC2.

**Groovy & Grails Development Tools**

**First Eclipse-based IDE to provide Grails Tools**

For the first time ever on the Eclipse platform, STS 2.2.0 provides support for Grails application development. For more details please visit:

http://www.grails.org/STS+Integration

**Greatly improved Groovy language Support**

STS now offers easy install for the greatly improved Groovy Eclipse plug-in. For a detailed New & Noteworthy visit:

http://groovy.codehaus.org/Groovy-Eclipse+2.0.0M1+New+and+Noteworthy

**OSGi Development Tools**

**Support for OSGi Blueprint Services Specification**

STS 2.2.0 provides support for editing, validating and visualizing OSGi Blueprint Services XML configuration files.

The Blueprint XML namespace is available in the same way as any other Spring namespace is available.
Tutorials and Help

Easy install of ALM Connectors and Third Party Plug-ins

STS features a new Extension install mechanism that provides easy access to installing the most commonly used Eclipse third-party plug-ins into STS.

The Extension install is available from the STS Dashboard; Extension tab.

Runtime Integration

Integration of tc Server Developer Edition with Spring Insight

To open the Spring Insight dashboard from with STS, select the tc Server in the Servers view and right-click to open the context menu; select Open Dashboard.

Within the Spring Insight Dashboard you can navigate back to source code by selecting “Go to STS” in a frame within the transaction stack.
VMware Workstation Integration for running dm and tc Server in “local clouds”

STS allows to start, stop and debug tc and dm Server instances running inside VMware Workstation. Only a JVM needs to be installed in the Guest OS as the server runtimes can be provisioned into the guest on demand.

VMware Workstation 6.5 and 7 are supported. Guest operation systems we support an Linux distribution.

Bundled tc Server updated

STS bundles latest version of SpringSource tc Server 6.0.20.C.

ENHANCEMENTS – 2.2.0.RELEASE

Tutorials and Help

Template Project Wizard Improvements

Template projects will no be downloaded on first access from our download servers. This allows us to keep the template up-to-date without shipping a new version of STS.
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Fixed Bugs and Enhancement Requests

Here is a full list of resolved bugs and enhancement requests for the 2.2.0.RELEASE release:

Sub-tasks

- [STS-203] - Build mirror
- [STS-206] - Write blog post
- [STS-221] - Create JUnit tests for AMS integration
- [STS-345] - Migrate Bundlor JDT over into the dm Server Tools repository
- [STS-353] - Implement and test version detection
- [STS-355] - Update Bundlor dependencies and adjust code and tests to new API
- [STS-356] - Implement and test automatic creation of a MANIFEST.MF if non exists.
- [STS-357] - Implement and test web.xml scanning based on the Bundlor implementation
- [STS-358] - Implement and test improvements to the command history on the dm Server Console page
- [STS-359] - Implement and test warning if stage directory is not accessible
- [STS-360] - Implement and test changes to Bundlor project builder
- [STS-361] - Implement and test configuration UI
- [STS-362] - Implement and test feature to enable tailing on the fly
- [STS-364] - Add a working set selector to the new par bundle & par project wizards and test the feature.
- [STS-365] - Implement an API for gathering @RequestMapping annotations.
- [STS-366] - Create an @RequestMapping table
- [STS-367] - Implement a model for the view
- [STS-368] - Investigate Mylyn discovery portal for possibility of extension or reuse.
- [STS-369] - Implement and test a plugin discovery portal
- [STS-370] - Implement and test download on demand for the templates.
- [STS-371] - Implement improvements to the existing UI
- [STS-372] - Implement improvements to the JSON descriptor
- [STS-373] - Implement improvements to the replacement infrastructure
- [STS-376] - Implement a Javadoc display for the @RequestMapping selection.
- [STS-377] - Implement UI and functionality for open URL in embedded browser
- [STS-383] - Improve error handling during template project creation
- [STS-384] - Ensure proper project import for template project creation
- [STS-385] - Implement and test detection of classpath changes
- [STS-388] - Implement a sorter for the view
- [STS-389] - Implement context menu actions for selection
- [STS-405] - Add UI polish
- [STS-406] - Review content and create descriptions and screenshots
- [STS-408] - Support specification of version constraints for remote content
- [STS-424] - Review UI and implementation
- [STS-426] - Investigate possible possible solutions
- [STS-427] - Implement and test class and interface usage
- [STS-428]: Implement strategy for making sure updated RSS feeds are saved
- [STS-429]: Implement RSS feeds persistence
- [STS-430]: implement and test a mechanism for saving an editor’s last active tab
- [STS-431]: Determine format and location to persist RSS feeds
- [STS-434]: implement a preference option for enabling/disabling graphical capabilities
- [STS-435]: rework the config editor to honour the graphical capabilities preference
- [STS-437]: Add project location option to new template project wizard
- [STS-442]: Implement bean rename refactoring from renaming @bean methods
- [STS-444]: investigate and extend auto deployment implementation
- [STS-445]: design dashboard UI for installing server runtimes
- [STS-446]: modify tutorials to reuse Tomcat installed through configurator
- [STS-447]: support editing of property files
- [STS-448]: add support for recognizing static resources
- [STS-449]: Update templates to use new JSON descriptor
- [STS-470]: allow running from workspace metadata configuration
- [STS-473]: Dashboard should display cached feeds on startup
- [STS-488]: Implement classpath management (source folders for plugin sources, JAR for dependencies)
- [STS-489]: Implement functionality to run Grails commands in STS
- [STS-490]: Implement UI to configure Grails installation locations and selection on a per project basis.
- [STS-493]: Update build to use Eclipse 3.5.1
- [STS-494]: Drop Eclipse 3.4 support
- [STS-495]: Test STS on Eclipse 3.5.1
- [STS-496]: Build STS 2.2.0.RELEASE and all dependencies
- [STS-497]: Create installer packages
- [STS-498]: Upload release to S3
- [STS-499]: Update New & Noteworthy and other release documentation
- [STS-500]: Update download web sites and wiki
- [STS-501]: Implement and test core WTP server integration for Cloud Foundry
- [STS-502]: Implement and test UI WTP server integration for Cloud Foundry
- [STS-504]: Test dm Server support on Workstation 6.5 and 7
- [STS-505]: Test tc Server support on Workstation 6.5 and 7
- [STS-507]: Document release process
- [STS-511]: Update bundle projects and products
- [STS-515]: Implement support for RFC 124
- [STS-522]: implement categorized discovery view
- [STS-524]: provide a tooltip and decoration for applications
- [STS-525]: investigate drag and drop on modules
- [STS-531]: Implement and test detection of Autowired annotation in the annotation outline
- [STS-532]: Implement and test core support for Autowiring
- [STS-533]: Implement additions to the Beans Dependency Graph
NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

- [STS-535]: Implement 'Run on Server…'
- [STS-536]: Connect Cloud Foundry account when user finishes the server wizard
- [STS-539]: update to latest API
- [STS-542]: create a Cloud Foundry feature
- [STS-543]: Disable CF server finish button until credentials are entered
- [STS-545]: redeploy applications instead of recreating the deployment
- [STS-548]: Use URL field for creating new CF account
- [STS-549]: prompt for credentials when connecting to server
- [STS-557]: create a feature for installing m2eclipse
- [STS-572]: put Cloud Foundry feature into Extensions / STS category
- [STS-575]: link to current New & Noteworthy from Help

Defects
- [STS-107]: Template project wizard: projects listed twice in drop down
- [STS-110]: Template wizards: allow placeholder names to be more unique
- [STS-114]: Built in tc Server cannot be stopped
- [STS-119]: webflow "open graphical editor" hangs eclipse IDE
- [STS-218]: Test all tutorials
- [STS-252]: Lab Manager - Deploying an image works, but gives error
- [STS-269]: Workspace hosed by ClassDefNotFound
- [STS-321]: Invalid log4j.xml generated by Spring MVC Template Project
- [STS-328]: Quick Fix for Import-Bundle doesn’t offer all matches, and returns matches that don’t satisfy the version range in the manifest
- [STS-331]: Documentation still talks about Spring AP
- [STS-335]: Bundle project is trying to add extra files to itself during incremental build
- [STS-336]: Exported dm Server project has a corrupted MANIFEST.MF
- [STS-338]: dm Server project export does not warn if exported file already exists
- [STS-341]: WEB-INF/web.xml should not be copied to the root of the project for standard WARs
- [STS-349]: Manifest generation fails when using property substitution with Maven pom and property declared in parent pom
- [STS-378]: Interacting with the Servers view results in a NoClassDefFoundError. Starting a Server creates 10s of them.
- [STS-380]: PAR exporter prompts twice when attempting to overwrite an existing file
- [STS-387]: Bundle Classpath container disappears
- [STS-390]: Cannot install STS from update site
- [STS-394]: A trailing comma in a export/import list of a template.mf/manifest is not marked as a syntax error
- [STS-395]: Null pointer exception in outline view
- [STS-398]: Eclipse Web Developer tools is broken
- [STS-399]: Workspace hosed with NoClassDefFoundError
- [STS-400]: Bundlor manifest generation locks up eclipse
- [STS-402]: Unable to start spring sts-2.1.0.SR01 in windows xp professional 64 bit and windows 7 ultimate 64 bit
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NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

- [STS-407] - Content assist for favorites does not work reliably
- [STS-411] - Changes to a messages.properties file aren’t detected
- [STS-412] - Code completion doesn’t work reliably
- [STS-436] - Not finding tomcat server configuration for tcServer
- [STS-451] - Starting second time of STS, it creates new workspace which is different from i determined at the first starting.
- [STS-452] - NPE while building Spring AOP reference model
- [STS-453] - Add refresh button for template wizard
- [STS-458] - STS 2.1.0 with AJDT consumes 100% CPU for minutes…
- [STS-463] - Request Mapping view does not refresh if project is closed.
- [STS-471] - Template project wizard should show better messages
- [STS-472] - Fix template wizard UI nits
- [STS-475] - Workspace hangs on Eclipse startup
- [STS-477] - installer fails to recognize JDK version
- [STS-478] - publishing fails if Serve modules without publishing is enabled
- [STS-479] - batch-graph editor pane needs scroll bars
- [STS-482] - Installation of subclipse plugin fails
- [STS-483] - STS fails to start after installing Subversive plug-in
- [STS-484] - Template selection wizard should show arrow if there is a new version to download
- [STS-485] - Fix download template errors after updating to 2.2.0
- [STS-512] - Deadlock on workspace startup
- [STS-521] - Still OverlappingFileLockException occur
- [STS-526] - bundle deployment via STS has no effect if target dm server installed to path with space in the name
- [STS-527] - Spelling mistake on the first screen of the Roo shell
- [STS-529] - Roo: NPE whilst trying to create project
- [STS-534] - When restarting STS with an open config editor, the editor does not load the beans graph page.
- [STS-540] - Regression: WTP Config detection fails with web.xml that uses xml entity fragments.
- [STS-555] - Strange names in RequestMapping
- [STS-556] - RequestMapping view may crash if the file it points to is deleted or project is closed.
- [STS-559] - [grails] A grails project should remember the grails version used to build it and commands should respect that rather than the global setting
- [STS-570] - [windows] editing of property values fails in tc Server properties section
- [STS-585] - [grails] if configuring the grails installs via the new grails project wizard, on return to the wizard it doesn’t know what has happened

Stories
- [STS-143] - Improve Spring Project Wizard
- [STS-161] - The config editor should remember the last selected page on a per file basis
- [STS-166] - As a user, I want STS to auto-discover different versions of dm and tc server in
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the package

- [STS-170]: As a user, I want to get visual web URL mappings for REST and other controller configurations
- [STS-171]: As a user, I want to use RFC 124 with STS
- [STS-177]: As a user, I want browse, navigate and validate my Spring autowired configurations
- [STS-179]: As a user, I want to easily install third-party plugins into STS
- [STS-181]: As a developer, I want improvements to the Project Template Wizard and infrastructure
- [STS-234]: As a user, I want to enable application tailing when the server is running
- [STS-244]: Use smart default for XSD version in config file wizard
- [STS-246]: Provide tabular view of @RequestMappings
- [STS-247]: Show Javadocs from @RequestMapping method in mapping view
- [STS-266]: As a user, I want to use Bundlor M5 in STS
- [STS-267]: As a user, I want Bundlor to scan byte code or source code
- [STS-281]: Developer wishes to add a new bundle project or new par project to a working set during project creation
- [STS-288]: As a developer I would like to use Bundlor to build a bundle in Eclipse using a only a manifest
- [STS-293]: As a user, I want to be able to access my command history in the Eclipse-based OSGi console
- [STS-296]: As a user, I’d like to get a warning if the staging directory is not accessible
- [STS-301]: As a user, I want bundlor in STS to work without a pre-existing MANIFEST.MF
- [STS-302]: Bundlor should scan Eclipse class folder to compute MANIFEST.MF content
- [STS-347]: As a user, I want my web.xml files to be scanned by Bundlor in STS
- [STS-348]: As a user, I want static resource to not trigger application refreshes in tc Server
- [STS-381]: As a user, I want STS to re-validate the Spring structure model on classpath changes
- [STS-393]: Memory Leak in LOB Reading in Oracle??
- [STS-414]: As a user, I want to get validation errors for missing classes referenced from namespace elements
- [STS-419]: As a user, I want RSS feeds to be cached
- [STS-420]: As I user, I want a unified experience to install SpringSource servers as well as Tomcat within STS
- [STS-421]: Improve tc Server support
- [STS-422]: As a user, I want to specify new template project location
- [STS-423]: As a user, I want support for bean rename refactoring when renaming @Bean methods
- [STS-425]: As a user, I want to disable embedded graphs in the config editor
- [STS-486]: As a user, I want to sign up and deploy to Cloud Foundry right from within STS
- [STS-491]: As a user, I want to use Eclipse 3.5.1 with STS
- [STS-492]: Release STS 2.2.0.RELEASE
• [STS-503] - As a user, I want to deploy applications to dm and tc Server running in VMware Workstation 6.5 and 7
• [STS-513] - consume Mylyn 3.3 changes

Tasks
• [STS-66] - MANIFEST is placed in src/main/java and not in src/main/resources
• [STS-187] - Create 2.1.0.RELEASE (binary, update site, documentation, blog)
• [STS-413] - Improve SpringSource logo in template selection wizard
• [STS-461] - feature license issues

The change log is also available at: https://issuetracker.springsource.com/secu...
NEW FEATURES – 2.1.0.RELEASE

Tutorials and Help

Task-Focused Tutorials

The Task-Focused Tutorials are now downloaded on-demand and can also be updated without shipping a new version of STS.

Spring Development Tools

Spring Roo Integration

The integrated Spring Roo and accompanying project template has been updated to latest available version; Spring Roo RC1.

Additionally, the embedded Roo Shell View now features a toolbar action to open shells for multiple projects right from the view; no need to go through the project context menu.

Runtime Integration

Bundled tc Server updated

STS now bundles latest version of SpringSource tc Server 6.0.20.A.

ENHANCEMENTS – 2.1.0.RELEASE

Spring Project Builder Performance Improvements

The performance of the validation and building infrastructure has been greatly improved. The Spring Project Builder is responsible for validating Spring configurations, marrying the AOP cross-reference model as well as the stereotype usage information.

Fixed Bugs and Enhancement Requests

Here is a full list of resolved bugs and enhancement requests for the 2.1.0.RELEASE release:

Sub-tasks

- [STS-189]: re-author tutorials that include the SpringTravel project
- [STS-191]: create a command for downloading Tomcat
- [STS-192]: Investigate technology for UI tests
- [STS-194]: UI test for content assist in config editor
- [STS-195]: UI test for quickfix
- [STS-196]: create command to import dependency project
- [STS-197]: create UI that prompts for Tomcat download
- [STS-198]: write test case that downloads Tomcat
- [STS-199]: UI test for visual editing
NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

- [STS-200] - UI test for vmware lab manager integration
- [STS-201] - UI test for AMS integration
- [STS-202] - Build STS
- [STS-203] - Build mirror
- [STS-204] - Build distribution and upload
- [STS-205] - Update New and Noteworthy and Feature Comparison
- [STS-206] - Write blog post
- [STS-213] - extract SpringTravel project
- [STS-215] - Implement script to mirror and upload the update site
- [STS-216] - re-author tutorials that require Tomcat
- [STS-222] - Create JUnit tests for Lab Manager
- [STS-226] - Core & UI tests for the manifest editing
- [STS-230] - Create native installers with pack200 support
- [STS-232] - write a test that checks for leaks of the XML model during the config editor lifecycle
- [STS-233] - create a test that opens an external manifest
- [STS-237] - make SWTBot tests run as part of continuous build
- [STS-238] - create releng script that creates a zip files for each tutorial and shared sample project
- [STS-239] - integrate deployment of tutorials and assembly of tutorial descriptor into build
- [STS-240] - implement mechanism for reading remote descriptor for available tutorials and samples
- [STS-241] - download tutorials and samples on demand
- [STS-242] - indicate locally downloaded and new tutorials on the dashboard
- [STS-249] - Convert junit tests to junit4 tests
- [STS-257] - convert existing tutorial descriptors and publish on website
- [STS-258] - support new descriptor fields in authoring tools
- [STS-259] - download dependent sample projects with tutorials
- [STS-263] - Test STS package on Linux
- [STS-324] - Be able to add a bundle classpath container to a project without giving it a bundle nature first
- [STS-374] - Implement and test dm server install
- [STS-375] - Implement and test tc server install

Defects

- [STS-17] - Error when Subclipse Mylar Integration (1.0.1) requires plug-in 
  "org.eclipse.mylar.tasks.core (0.9.2)" , or later version.
- [STS-19] - The filename or extension too long: Unable to Create directory
- [STS-20] - NullPointerException during the tutorial: "Creating a Spring-powered OSGi Bundle"
- [STS-21] - Create new runtime error analysis hangs
- [STS-25] - Typo in SpringSource logo in (at least) the PetClinic sample application.
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- [STS-28] - Too Long directory/filenames in Windows Eclipse Distributions (springsource-tool-suite-1.0.0.RC1-e3.4-win32.zip)
- [STS-29] - Validation error with ehcache configuration
- [STS-30] - Missing 'Note' and 'Tip' icons in help pages
- [STS-31] - Java Build Path disappears after on selecting "Focus on Active Tasks" - delete/close, problem with eclipse and my system it appears.
- [STS-33] - Login for update-site not accepted
- [STS-34] - When unzipping the package, On Vista Home Premium, so of the files (. .... AOP…..) will not unzip because the class NAMES are too long.
- [STS-35] - When a project is running on Spring AP, the r-click >> Run As >> Run on Server has no effect
- [STS-38] - Test Bug
- [STS-39] - TEST bug
- [STS-40] - (TEST) Error setting component for JIRA issue. Component id is null: Unknown
- [STS-41] - Test Bug submitted from STS. Please ignore or delete.
- [STS-42] - Test Bug
- [STS-43] - Tutorial not found in path "com.springsource.platform.tutorials.introduction/*" from plug-in "org.springframework.osgi.tutorials"
- [STS-44] - Test bug
- [STS-45] - Knowledge Base tab doesn’t repaint properly
- [STS-47] - My Support Issue
- [STS-49] - Classpath Container Exclusion doesn’t work properly
- [STS-50] - Not all required dependencies are downloaded from the repository, for a certain library
- [STS-51] - The Bundle Repository Browser doesn’t display all available options
- [STS-52] - Red error markers inside manifest file don’t disappear if dependencies are downloaded using the Bundle Repository browser
- [STS-53] - Authoring tool doesn’t save the step’s context as defined by author
- [STS-54] - test
- [STS-57] - Constant "updating bundle classpath" between two projects
- [STS-63] - JUnit version included in STS is incompatible with Spring 2.5+ test classes
- [STS-65] - Manifest parse Exception
- [STS-73] - test
- [STS-74] - STS Dashboard > Knowledge Base > "Update from SpringSource" fails behind a proxy
- [STS-79] - Spring WebFlow TFT checks flow configs against the old Webflow XSDs
- [STS-82] - 500 error in webflow TFT
- [STS-88] - Download dm Server link should not have to go out to internet
- [STS-91] - After installing an svn plugin and restarting: "The state indicates the bundle is resolved"
- [STS-92] - Inconsistent warning/error markers in Spring XML files when beans
- [STS-100] - Not able to disable PMD or change settings
- [STS-101] - Not able to uninstall SpringSource Tool
- [STS-106] - Null assertion fails in project template wizard
• [STS-111]: STS 2.1.0.M1 doesn’t start on Linux 64
• [STS-112]: SpringSource template projects do not show up in New->Project… dialog
• [STS-113]: Error in workspace when removing project from tc Server
• [STS-116]: Generation of MANIFEST.MF from template does not indicate when it fails
• [STS-117]: Aptana cannot be installed
• [STS-120]: Properties page on “Software updates and addons
• [STS-123]: Adding a Spring Bean Definition file generates many instances of the same dialog box
• [STS-126]: Intermittent error running bundlor
• [STS-127]: STS 2.0.2 restarts in a loop due to osgi exception
• [STS-129]: Unmet org.eclipse.swt requirement when updating
• [STS-130]: Eclipse won’t start after installing or updating plugins twice
• [STS-134]: Project created by Spring “Create a new Shared Services Project” template has errant manifest.mf entry
• [STS-135]: par editor fails when file from local file system is opened
• [STS-144]: STS 2.1.0.M2 won’t start after installing Subclipse and Yourkit plugins
• [STS-184]: LinkageError while opening batch job config
• [STS-185]: Spelling mistake in web-application-config file in Getting Started with Spring Web Flow
• [STS-229]: Support for XML namespace usage in elements not at root level
• [STS-235]: Bundle refresh happens even when changing tests in /src/test/java
• [STS-243]: Support RFC66 WARs in the PAR export wizard
• [STS-250]: DataSourceTransactionManager bean definition error: no setter found for property dataSource
• [STS-251]: Adding a config files explicitly that’s already included through an import breaks the AOP tooling
• [STS-253]: Lab Manager - Error messages appear in triplicate
• [STS-260]: Spring Web Flow configuration issues
• [STS-262]: DM Server Clean option from STS
• [STS-264]: errors when opening help
• [STS-265]: [e3.5] startup on Linux fails
• [STS-270]: Configured Roo installation directory not picked up
• [STS-272]: Configuring STS to point to a newer version of Roo does not work.
• [STS-275]: Dashboard ignores proxy authentication settings
• [STS-325]: Shared services war and shared libraries war added as par dependencies are not able to unistall even if they are removed from par editor in STS
• [STS-330]: Adding OSGi project bundle nature breaks Java EE dependencies on other projects

Stories
• [STS-124]: As a user, I want to use STS with Eclipse 3.5
• [STS-154]: Enable manager app in included tc Server and Tomcat
• [STS-155]: Include Spring-Travel as an example project
• [STS-157]: Prompt to download Tomcat if tutorial requires it
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NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

• [STS-163] - Increase test coverage for UI components
• [STS-164] - As a user, I want to be able to download nightly snapshot builds from one consolidated update site
• [STS-167] - As a user, I want to install dm and tc server from the WTP server adapter install
• [STS-175] - As a user, I want to install tutorials and project templates on-demand and get notifications for new items
• [STS-244] - Use smart default for XSD version in config file wizard
• [STS-255] - Add Groovy and Grails support in Eclipse/STS
• [STS-273] - As a user, I want to use Roo RC1 with STS
• [STS-344] - Maven Bundlor property substitution causes errors in STS

Task
• [STS-26] - Password not remembered for update site
• [STS-46] - Support for maven2 and subversion
• [STS-68] - Launching server using clean argument
• [STS-90] - Upgrade bundled org.springframework.batch.core from RC3 to RELEASE
• [STS-94] - Provide support for automatically adding Spring Project Nature when attempting to create a new Spring Bean Definition file
• [STS-104] - Subversive Plugin
• [STS-121] - Ensure Roo template can be used with a 2-part top level package name
• [STS-187] - Create 2.1.0.RELEASE (binary, update site, documentation, blog)
• [STS-254] - Console view not available on Mac

The change log is also available at:
https://issuetracker.springsource.com/secure/ReleaseNote.jspa?projectid=10010&styleName=Html&version=10183
NEW FEATURES – 2.1.0.RC1

Spring Development Tools

Automatic addition of Spring Project Nature

The New Spring Bean Definition and New Web Flow Definition file wizard now provides the option to automatically add the Spring Project Nature if not already present.

OSGi Development Tools

Validation of template.mf

STS will now validate the Bundlor template.mf file along MANIFEST.MF and TEST.MF.

ENHANCEMENTS – 2.1.0.RC1

Support for Eclipse 3.5

STS 2.1.0.RC1 now supports installation into Eclipse 3.5 Galileo as well as Eclipse 3.4 Ganymede. For installation please point your update manager to:

http://www.springsource.com/milestone/e3.4

Package downloads are also available based on Eclipse 3.4 and 3.5.

Additionally STS 2.1.0.RC1 can now be updated with nightly snapshot builds from the following update sites:

  * Spring IDE: http://dist.springframework.org/snapshot/IDE/nightly
  * dm Server Tools: http://dist.springsource.com/snapshot/DMS-TOOLS/nightly
  * STS: http://dist.springsource.com/snapshot/STS/nightly/e3.4

In order to successfully install STS from an update site the following plugins need to be installed or at least available from any enabled update site:

  * Mylyn: http://download.eclipse.org/tools/mylyn/update/e3.4
  * Mylyn Extras: http://download.eclipse.org/tools/mylyn/update/extras
  * PMD: http://pmd.sourceforge.net/eclipse
Failed Restart after Installation of Third-Party Plugins

STS 2.1.0.M1 and M2 would not start after installation of various third-party plugins due to a missing Equinox Weaving Feature. Details can be found in JIRA:

STS-91: After installing an svn plugin and restarting: "The state indicates the bundle is resolved" https://issuetracker.springsource.com/browse/STS-91

This problem has been addressed.

Fixed Bugs and Enhancement Requests

Here is a full list of resolved bugs and enhancement requests for the 2.1.0.RC1 release:

Defects

- [STS-45]: Knowledge Base tab doesn’t repaint properly
- [STS-47]: My Support Issue
- [STS-49]: Classpath Container Exclusion doesn’t work properly
- [STS-50]: Not all required dependencies are downloaded from the repository, for a certain library
- [STS-51]: The Bundle Repository Browser doesn’t display all available options
- [STS-52]: Red error markers inside manifest file don’t disappear if dependencies are downloaded using the Bundle Repository browser
- [STS-53]: Authoring tool doesn’t save the step’s context as defined by author
- [STS-54]: Test
- [STS-57]: Constant "updating bundle classpath" between two projects
- [STS-63]: JUnit version included in STS is incompatible with Spring 2.5+ test classes
- [STS-65]: Manifest parse Exception
- [STS-73]: Test
- [STS-92]: Inconsistent warning/error markers in Spring XML files when beans
- [STS-100]: Not able to disable PMD or change settings
- [STS-101]: Not able to uninstall SpringSource Tool
- [STS-106]: Null assertion fails in project template wizard
- [STS-112]: SpringSource template projects do not show up in New->Project… dialog
- [STS-113]: Error in workspace when removing project from tc Server
- [STS-120]: Properties page on "Software updates and addons"
- [STS-123]: Adding a Spring Bean Definition file generates many instances of the same dialog box
- [STS-126]: Intermittent error running bundlor
- [STS-127]: STS 2.0.2 restarts in a loop due to osgi exception
- [STS-129]: Unmet org.eclipse.swt requirement when updating
- [STS-130]: Eclipse won’t start after installing or updating plugins twice
- [STS-134]: Project created by Spring "Create a new Shared Services Project" template has errant manifest.mf entry
- [STS-135]: par editor fails when file from local file system is opened
NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

- [STS-144] - STS 2.1.0.M2 won’t start after installing Subclipse and Yourkit plugins
- [STS-184] - LinkageError while opening batch job config

Task
- [STS-46] - Support for maven2 and subversion
- [STS-90] - Upgrade bundled org.springframework.batch.core from RC3 to RELEASE
- [STS-94] - Provide support for automatically adding Spring Project Nature when attempting to create a new Spring Bean Definition file
- [STS-104] - Subversive Plugin

The change log is also available at:
https://issuetracker.springsource.com/secure/ReleaseNote.jspa?version=10313&styleName=Text&projectId=10010

Defects
- [DMST-2] - PAR export does not include bundle jars
- [DMST-30] - Refresh of synthetic context bundle causes shared services war and shared libraries war are not working which are part of par in tooling
- [DMST-36] - Changes in static resources not published to dm server
- [DMST-42] - Artifact not found when redeploying PAR after error
- [DMST-44] - Closing or deleting a deployed par project doesn’t undeploy it from the server
- [DMST-45] - Remove OSGi Project Nature doesn’t clear markers
- [DMST-46] - Stage area is not kept in sync with user code
- [DMST-47] - VM arguments sometimes overwritten
- [DMST-55] - Required-Bundle in com.springsource.server.ide.runtime.core not causing referenced bundles to install
- [DMST-57] - Confusing warning message on exporting non-existing packages in MANIFEST
- [DMST-58] - Manifest errors continue to show even after removing the Bundle Dependencies class path container
- [DMST-59] - Manifest not updated from template.mf
- [DMST-61] - Removing a bundle from a Server does not undeploy the underlying bundle
- [DMST-64] - Failing bundles removed from Server view are not uninstalled.
- [DMST-65] - MANIFEST.MF generation fails silently on very small "problems"
- [DMST-67] - BundleClasspathContainer: re-importing exported package causes build path problems
- [DMST-75] - The Eclipse JPA bundle doesn’t show up in the tools at it’s latest version.
- [DMST-81] - Manifest tooling generates loads of errors and popups
- [DMST-82] - Intermittent error from bundlor plugin
- [DMST-83] - Bundlor + CVS created exports for the .cvs directories
- [DMST-85] - JUnit Test with @Transactional fails
- [DMST-86] - Can no longer deploy a bundle on to a dm server instance.
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[DMST-91] - NPE when opening a .mf file
[DMST-93] - Running Bundlor with an invalid template fails very quietly
[DMST-100] - Bundles are published even if the server is stopped
[DMST-103] - NPE in BundleManifestsOutlinePage

Story
- [DMST-3] - As a user, I’d like to be able to add existing bundle jars to my PAR project
- [DMST-77] - As a user, I want my template.mf to be validated
- [DMST-98] - support Eclipse 3.5

Task
- [DMST-38] - Add binary bundles to par project in eclipse
- [DMST-40] - Add PAR Export Wizard
- [DMST-62] - Change dm Server Tools to use the new Manifest Parser

The change log is also available at:
https://issuetracker.springsource.com/secure/ReleaseNote.jspa?projectid=10080&styleName=Html&version=103 29
NEW FEATURES – 2.1.0.M2

Spring Development Tools

Update to Spring 3.0 M3

STS has been updated to internally use Spring Framework 3.0.0.M3. This ensures that STS understands configurations that use Spring 3.0 features.

The new `<task:* />` and `<jdbc:* />` are both now available and are integrated into STS as the other Spring namespaces with content assist, hyperlinking and validation.

Spring Batch Visual Editor

The visual editor for Spring Batch has been greatly improved and does now support a much broader range of editing tasks.

To access the Batch Editor open a Spring XML bean definition file with Batch jobs in it with the Spring Config Editor and select the batch-graph tab.

If you are a Spring Batch developer check it out and let us know what you think.
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Support for @Configuration Classes

Spring 3.0 introduces a new Annotation-based configuration approach through the use of @Configuration and @Bean annotations. Those annotations are now supported by STS: Spring beans configured by @Bean are visible within the Spring Explorer, Dependency Graph and can be referenced in Spring XML.

Additionally those new annotations have been added to the Stereotype and Annotation Grouping Support of STS. This provides easy access and navigation of configuration classes.

The integration will also validate configuration classes and report problems (e.g. configuration class declared as final, see the Spring 3.0 documentation for more details on restrictions) within the Java Editor.
Spring Roo Integration

The Spring Roo integration has been updated to ship the latest 1.0.0.M1. Additionally developers can now configure an external Roo installation to be used inside STS instead of the bundled one. This allows usage of new Roo versions and addons without the need of a new STS version.

The Roo installation can be configured on a per project or workspace level; this allows to target workspace projects to use different versions of Roo and a different set of addons.

The Roo project template has been updated to be compatible with 1.0.0.M1.
Type-aware Bean Reference Content Assist

A long-standing feature request has been added in STS 2.1.0.M2: content assist for Spring bean references now prefers beans that match property and constructor types. Beans that match the property or constructor argument type get a higher priority and are clearly separated in the content assist proposal UI.

Runtime Integration

Management of tc Server Instances and Groups

STS now allows managing of groups and single instances of tc Server right inside the IDE. The tc Server integration, introduced with STS 2.0.2, has been extended to allow start and stop operations as well as remote application deployment on tc Server instances that are managed by SpringSource AMS.

To configure a group or single instance within STS, open the WTP Servers view and create a new server. In the New Server wizard select SpringSource AMS server type and complete the wizard.
VMware Lab Manager Integration

STS includes a view called ‘Lab Manager’ which allows you to connect to a VMware Lab Manager installation and browse configurations. Also users can start, stop configurations and open consoles for the VM instances right inside the IDE.

This feature can be installed from the update site at http://www.springsource.org/milestone/e3.4. It will be included in the distribution with the next release.
ENHANCEMENTS – 2.1.0.M2

Performance Improvement

STS 2.1.0.M1 exhibited excessive CPU usage under certain conditions, which could require killing the process. This issue has been reported by the community and been addressed and verified to solve the issue. The issue details are available at:


Fixed Bugs and Enhancement Requests

Here is a full list of resolved bugs and enhancement requests for the 2.1.0.M2 release:

Defects

- [STS-83] - STS 2.1.0.M1 embedded tcServer has extraneous wtpwebapps directory
- [STS-84] - NullPointerException in Roo Tab completion
- [STS-95] - Roo Simple project template uses Apple JVM container
- [STS-97] - STS 2.0.2 fails to start after installing SVNKit Connectors
- [STS-98] - Excessive CPU Usage
- [STS-99] - STS crash report: Error during shutdown AssertionFailedException
- [STS-102] - Eclipse wont start-up raising AssertionFailedException: null argument
- [STS-103] - ensure that tc Server webapps are deployed to proper directory
- [STS-109] - NPE from quickfix code under java 6

Task

- [STS-85] - update Roo project template to latest Roo version
- [STS-86] - Spring beans do not appear in context tab and quick context
- [STS-96] - Add the template project wizard to the New menu

The change log is also available at: https://issuetracker.springsource.com/secure/IssueNavigator.jspa?reset=true&pid=10010&fixfor=10302
NEW FEATURES – 2.1.0.M1

Spring Development Tools

Project Templates

STS 2.1.0.M1 contains project templates to help jumpstart new Spring-based projects with little to no effort. The following projects templates are available:

- Spring MVC
- Spring Web Flow
- Spring Faces
- Spring Batch
- Spring Roo
- OSGi Bundle for SpringSource dm Server

Spring Roo Integration

In order to make the productivity advantages of Spring Roo available inside the IDE, STS integrates the Roo Shell and provides a Quick Roo Command Prompt (CTRL+R or CMD+R on Mac).
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Additional Roo commands are available that provide access to Eclipse/STS functionalities:

- **deploy --server "<WTP server name>"** – Deploys the Roo project to a WTP server, like dm or tc Server, and starts the server.
- **run|debug all tests** – Executes all JUnit tests in Eclipse/STS and opens the JUnit view.

**Spring Batch Visual Editor**

The Visual Spring Configuration Editor, which has been introduced with STS 2.0.0, has been extended to allow visual editing of Spring Batch Jobs and Flows.

This editor is in its very early stage. Every feedback is welcome.

**Runtime Integration**

**Amazon EC2 Integration and Deployment Support**

STS allows to deploy WAR applications, OSGi bundle and PAR projects to dm and tc Server running in the Amazon EC2 cloud. Corresponding AMIs for dm and tc Server have been published by SpringSource.

The EC2 integration will automatically handle the setup of the application server cluster and load balancer if required.
Deploying to the cloud is simply a matter of dragging your project to the integrated cluster in the WTP Servers view!

Bundling of dm and tc Server

STS 2.1.0.M1 comes equipped with both SpringSource server runtimes, ready for use. On first opening of a Workspace STS will auto-configure those server runtimes and make them available from the WTP Servers view.

Also both server runtimes can be used outside of STS: you’ll find them in the root folder of the STS installation next to the sts-2.1.0.M1 folder.

Note: this only applies for the distribution download.
Integration
Dashboard

STS has been updated to contain a more modern and content-rich Dashboard for easy access to all news, buzz and downloads around Spring and SpringSource.
NEW FEATURES – 2.0.2

Runtime Integration

Support for SpringSource tc Server

STS 2.0.2 ships with integrated VFTP support for SpringSource tc Server. It is now very simple to use tc Server as a deployment target inside of STS.
ENHANCEMENTS – 2.0.2

Change in Package Folder Name

When extracting the SpringSource Tool Suite ZIP archive, you’ll notice that the name of the top-level folder has been changed from eclipse to sts-2.0.2.RELEASE. This has been done to make it easy to keep several versions of STS around.

Fixed Bugs and Enhancement Requests

There are no resolved issues or feature requests in 2.1.0.M1 as this version is the first available build.
NEW FEATURES – 2.0.1

Spring Development Tools

Performance Enhancements

The performance of the Spring Project Builder (responsible for validating Spring XML configuration files, creating the AOP cross-cutting model, extracting the Annotation stereotype information) for processing incremental changes of Java source files has been greatly improved.

Integration

Integration of m2eclipse

STS 2.0.1 bundles the open-source Maven plug-in m2eclipse.

Updates to Eclipse components

STS 2.0.1 has been updated to incorporate Eclipse Mylyn 3.1.
NEW FEATURES – 2.0

Spring Development Tools

Spring Configuration Editor

Spring XML application files can now be edited from a rich forms-based UI. Each XSD namespace dynamically adds a new Tab to the editor. The editor provides content-assist and hyperlinking for the input fields as well as validation and access to documentation from the XSD.

The editor embeds the classic XML Source Editor and Spring IDE’s Bean Dependency Graph on separate tabs.

STS provides extension points for integrators or customers to provide their own UI for in-house namespaces.

In STS the Configuration Editor becomes the default editor for Spring XML files.

Project Creation Wizard

STS provides a template-driven New Project Wizards that uses pre-defined best-practice project templates to create user projects. The generic infrastructure can query the user for required input (project name, top level package name, as well as self-defined placeholders).

Access the Project Creation Wizard from File -> New -> Other… -> SpringSource Tool Suite -> Template Project
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Quick Fixes and Quick Assist

Spring IDE provides validation of Spring XML configuration files but never provided hints to solve reported problems (e.g. missing bean class, missing referenced bean).

STS will now provide Quick Fixes for reported problems. Furthermore the same validation and quick fixes are accessible while editing the file (validate as-you-type) and not only after a file save.

The following Quick Fixes are available:

- Change to Class/Property/Method
- Create missing Class/Property/Method
- Change to Bean
- Create missing Bean
Bean Creation Wizard

STS now has a wizard for easing the creation and modification of a bean definition. The wizard can be opened from the File menu, the New wizard or the Spring Explorer.

Namespace Configuration Dialog

STS 2.0 makes it easy to add/remove namespace declarations from Spring XML application files. Simply use the context menu Configure Namespaces …
OSGi Development Tools

Artifact Deployment Order

The deployment order for bundles and PARs when restarting a dm Server instance from the tools can now be configured.

To change the deployment order open the WTP Server Editor by double-clicking on the dm Server instance in the Servers View.

Please note that changing the order will not be reflected in the Servers View, which is always sorted alphabetically. This is a limitation of the current architecture of WTP and will hopefully be corrected in Eclipse 3.5.

Feature is available in the dm Server Tools.

Application Trace File Tailing

It is now possible to tail the application trace files into the Eclipse console window. Configure the tailing from the Server Editor.

Feature is available in the dm Server Tools¹.

Bundle Overview

¹ SpringSource dm Server Tools is a separate open-source product licensed under the EPL v 1.0 and bundled with STS.
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STS 2.0 provides a Bundle Overview page that is essentially a graphical view of the Equinox OSGi console.

The page allows you to inspect bundle dependencies based on package import/exports as well as services. Furthermore information about the bundle and its MANIFEST.MF is available.

The Bundle Overview page is accessible from the Server Editor (third tab).

To use the feature the dm Server must be running as this information is currently collected from the running server.

Feature is NOT available in the dm Server Tools.

**Dependency Graph**

STS can now visualize the bundle dependencies based on package import/export relationships and service consumption.

The Bundle Dependency Graph page is accessible from the Server Editor (4th tab).

To use the feature the dm Server must be running as this information is currently collected from the running server.

Feature is NOT available in the dm Server Tools.

**OSGi Console**
STS offers easy access to the Equinox console without the use of telnet. Open the last tab on the Server editor to access the console.

Feature is NOT available in the dm Server Tools.

Test dependencies based on TEST.MF

Source folders can now marked as being “Test source folders”. Open the project preferences and then Spring -> Java Test Folders to select the test folders. If the tools find a META-INF/TEST.MF in a test source folder the dependencies will be added to the Bundle Dependencies Classpath container.

For now there is no validation that application code does not accidentally access test dependencies. This is planned for dm Server 2.0.

Feature is available in the dm Server Tools.

PAR and Bundle Project Export Wizard

Both PAR and Bundle projects can be exported into a PAR or JAR archive that is deployable in the SpringSource dm Server. The Export Wizard can be launched from the STS/Eclipse Export menu (File ➤ Export…) or the Overview Page of the Manifest Editor.

Feature is available in the dm Server Tools.

Manifest Generation

Import- and Export-Package Manifest headers can be auto-generated using the integrated SpringSource Bundlor. Bundlor scans the source code of the project (Java artifacts, Spring XML configuration files, Hibernate .hbm mapping files and JPA persistence.xml) and creates appropriate Import- and Export-Package headers.
The Bundlor integration can be triggered on-demand from the Overview Page of the Manifest Editor. Furthermore Bundlor can be integrated into the project build to automatically update the Manifest of code changes in an incremental fashion. This can be configured on the Overview Page of the Manifest Editor.

Bundlor expects a file called template.mf in the root of the project. If the project has configured source folders, Bundlor will generate a TEST.MF for the test-only dependencies.

Feature is available in the dm Server Tools.
ENHANCEMENTS – 2.0

Annotation Grouping

Since version 1.0, STS provided tools to group Bean definitions based on meta data like Stereotype Annotations. This feature needs to be enabled through the Spring Meta Data Builder from Project Builders tab (Spring Project or Workspace preferences).

This is useful for projects that use @MVC Controllers as it displays the URL-to-HandlerMethod mapping in the Spring Explorer and allows to easily navigate URL mappings.

Spring Configuration Auto-discovery

STS will auto-detect Spring XML configuration files for well-known project types and automatically configure Spring IDE. All auto-detected configuration files will be added to a Config Set.

STS will automatically detect configuration files in the following project types:

- WTP Dynamic Web Projects (based on web.xml and Spring conventions)
- SpringSource Bundle Project (META-INF/spring/*.xml or Spring-Context Manifest header)

This can be extended to integrate with customer standards and project layouts.

XML Configuration Files from external JAR files

Spring XML configuration files from workspace external locations can now be configured with Spring IDE. That enables users to reference XML files in JARs that are linked in through a Maven Classpath Container or the M2_REPO classpath variable.

Spring IDE uses bundles from the SpringSource Bundle Repository

Underlying Spring IDE now uses bundles from the Bundle Repository.

Eclipse components updated to latest versions
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STS 2.0 has been updated to include latest versions of required components:

- Eclipse Platform 3.4.2
- JDT 3.4.2
- PDE 3.4.2
- AJDT 1.6.4
  http://www.eclipse.org/ajdt/whatsnew1.64/
- WTP 3.0.4
  http://www.eclipse.org/webtools/releases/3.0.0/newandnoteworthy/
- Mylyn 3.0.5